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INTRODUCTION 

The South has many different faces. In his book 

Media-Made Dixie, Jack Temple Kirby, author and university 

professor, details some of the many historical images of 

the South that are prevalent in print and picture. Some 

of these representations include the "Grand Old South" in 

the film Birth of a Nation by pioneer American filmmaker 

D. W. Griffith and in Margaret Mitchell's sweeping novel 

Gone with the Wind; the poor degenerated South of novelists 

William Faulkner and Erskine Caldwell; the tribal, passion-

ate, neurotic 11 New South 11 of playwright Tennessee~williams; 

the mindless, soulful and occasionally wry South of singer 

Hank Williams; and the South of a new revisionist scholar-

ship of black history and race relations. Most of these 

pictures overlap each other. The three main images that 

are important to this study, however, are the "Grand Old 

South 11
; sharecropper realism, a genre that deals with the 

yeoman class and the poor; and the new revisionist 

scholarship of black history. 1 

1Jack Temple Kirby, Media-Made Dixie (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 1978), passim. 

1 
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The 1930s was a time when something had gone wrong 

with the democratic system. The nation was plunged into 

an economic depression, and people, especially writers, 

were questioning the causes. Harvey Swados, editor of 

the anthology The American Writer and the Great Depression, 

suggests that out of a certain despair over their society's 

condition, people sought to get to the root of their common 

troubles and interpret the bewildering complexities of 

American life in order to determine their own identity and 

how they had arrived at their current crisis. 2 Writers 

tried to "bring to life the terror and the glory of their 

countrymen as they struggled to cope with the economic and 

social darkness that had descended upon them.'~ Indeed, if 

readers could discover that other Americans could overcome 

problems, setbacks and failures, perhaps they could overcome 

their own. 

The Federal Writers' Project (FWP) a division of 

the Works Progress Administration (WPA) begun by the 

Franklin D. Roosevelt administration in order to create 

work for unemployed writers, gave similar reasons for 

compiling an American guide. Planners claimed that they 

2 Harvey Swados, ed., The American Writer and the 
Great Depression (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1966), 
p. xxxiii. 

3Ibid., p. xxxiv. 



selected the guide as the activity that would be of 

greatest public benefit because it would help the country 

know and understand itself. 4 The American Guide Manual 

claimed, "The American Guide is being compiled primarily 

to introduce Americans to their own rich culture. 115 

Henry Alsberg, National Director of the FWP, stated in his 

forewo.~;d to the FWP publication American Stuff: 11 These 

guidebooks are unique, the Project believes, in that they 

3 

attempt to organize a broad cultural picture of the American 

scene, past and present--its folkways, its social, polit-

ical, and industrial economy, side by side with the more 

6 usual scenic and historic features." 

Proponents of the Project gave those reasons for 

writing guides. However, a close look at the guides for 

the Southern coastal states reveals that the guides ignored 

the present--the Depression. Reading those guides would 

help the reader know more about his country, but not to 

4
william F. McDonald, Federal Relief Administration 

and the Arts (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1969), 
p. 735. 

5 
Works Progress Administration, Instructions No. 9 

to the American Guide Manual, 12 March, 1936, n. 20, cited 
by McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the Arts, 
p. 705. 

6
Federal Writers• Project, American Stuff: An 

Anthology of Prose and Verse by Members of the Federal 
Writers• Project (New York: Viking Press, 1937), pp. v-vi. 
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understand himself and what was happening around him. For 

the books show only the South that people wanted to see-

the New South of industry, shipping,and trade, where 

tourists could look with pride, and envy, upon the new 

Houston ship channel; the South of the early French or 

Spanish explorers that left a legacy of ghosts, phantom 

ships, ,and legends of buried treasure; and the "Grand Old 

South" where ante-bellum mansions could become tourist 

attractions and Negroes and crackers had interesting 

folkways. 

Two of the areas to be covered in each state guide 

were folkways--the customs and ways of a group, and folk

lore--the body of lore in relation to the life of the 

common, uneducated people that is transmitted orally. The 

popular definitions are closely related, and the guides use 

the terms interchangeably. Project workers traveled 

throughout the countryside collecting information concern

ing folklore and folkways. 

In addition to work on the guides, the Project 

also instigated a number of important undertakingsin the 

name of "folklore." The collecting of slave narratives 

became the first Negro studies conducted in the United 

States on a large scale. Some state offices combined 



the slave narratives with research to create black history 

from the Negro's point of view. And the life histories 

tell the stories of the South's poor farmers and factory 

workers in the subject's own words. It is through the 

collection of these materials that another, truer picture 

of the South emerges. 

5 

Much of the material that Project workers collected 

as folklore later became historical source material for 

what was then the present and the remembered past. FWP 

interviewers documented the realities of the 1930s as they 

collected life histories. And the slave narratives reveal 

an untold history of the black man in the South. Some of 

the narratives collected were printed during the Project's 

existence or immediately afterwards. But only many years 

later could others publish more of the interviews and 

interpret them realistically. Some of the Project's 

publishable work may never see print. 

Perhaps only through the perspective of time can 

people bear to view the grim side of reality. The 

population of the Thirties could only examine the past 

and the good things of the present but not the present 

conditions. Even the sharecropper realism that was 

emerging in the novels of the Thirties was fiction. The 

studies on folklore and folkways came close to reality, 

but writers called that reality something else--folklore. 



CHAPTER I 

FOLKLORE AND FOLKWAYS IN THE FEDERAL WRITERS' PROJECT 

Dictionary definitions of folklore and folkways are 

very similar, and most people use the words interchangeably. 

Scholars, however, cannot agree on a definition of 

11 folklore, 11 and the word "folkways'' was invented to define 

a very,specific area of study. A general idea of what 

both people and scholars considered folklore and folkways 

is necessary to this study because the people who influ

enced and collected information on folklore and folkways 

in Federal Writers' Project (FWP) came from scholarly 

backgrounds as well as from many other former occupations. 

The dictionary definition of the word 11 folklore" 

is apparently simple. The word may refer to the traditional 

beliefs, legends, and tales of the common, uneducated people 

that are transmitted orally~ the comparative study of folk 

knowledge and culture~ or a body of widely accepted but 

specious notions about a place, group, or institution. 

Scholars' definitions, however, are much more precise and 

complicated. 

Since folklorist William Thoms, who had a major 

influence on the discipline of folklore, first suggested 

6 



"a good Saxon compound, 11 "folklore, •• to mean 11 the lore 

of the people, .. folklorists have not agreed on just what 

folklore is. 7 The Standard Dictionary of Folklore, 

Mythology, and Legend contains twenty-one concise defini-

tions of the word, reflecting some of this diversity of 

opinion. In the book, The Study of Folklore, five folk-

lorists in as many essays attempt to define the essence 

of folklore and analyze its meaning. 

7 

A brief summary of some of the scholarly definitions 

in The Study of Folklore indicates something of the eclectic 

breadth of the subject. Even without such a guide, years 

earlier FWP workers had collected a wide range of folklore, 

and FWP publications contained a diversity of material on 

the subject. Folklorists claim that folklore is an 11 0ral 

tradition .. , but the criterion of oral transmission by 

itself is not sufficient to distinguish folklore from non-

folklore. For example--directions describing how to drive 

a tractor are transmitted orally, but are not an example 

of folklore. Conversely, some folklore may be written. 

If one defines the word by parts, 11 folk" may refer to any 

group of people whatsoever who share at least one common 

7 Alan Dundes, The Study of Folklore (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965), p. 5. 
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factor, such as occupation, language, or religion. And 

"lore 11 is the unwritten literature of the group. A popular 

definition which appears in many contemporary standard 

dictionaries and was prevalent in the 1930s incorrectly 

identifies folklore only with peasant society or rural 

groups. Equally fallacious is the view that folklore is 

exclusively a product of the past and that people of today 

produce no new folklore. 8 Alan Dunde~s, of the University 

of California, defines folklore comprehensively: 

Although it may not be entirely satisfactory, a 
definition consisting of an itemized list of the forms 
of folklore might be the best type for the beginner. 
Of course, for this definition to be complete, each 
form would have to be individually defined. Unfortun
ately, some of the major forms, such as myth and 
folktale, require almost book-length definitions, but 
the following list may be of some help. Folklore 
includes myths, legends, folktales, jokes, proverbs, 
riddles, chants, charms, blessings, curses, oaths, 
insults, retorts, taunts, teases, toasts, tongue
twisters, and greeting and leave-taking formulas 
(e.g., See you later, alligator). It also includes 
folk costume, folk dance, folk drama (and mime), folk 
art, folk belief (or superstition), folk medicine, 
folk instrumental music (e.g., fiddle tunes), folksongs 
(e.g., lullabies, ballads), folk speech (e.g., slang), 
folk similes (e.g., as blind as a bat), folk metaphors 
(e.g., to paint the town red), and names (e.g., nick
names and place names) . Folk poetry ranges from oral 
epics to autograph-book verse, epitaphs, latrinalia 
(writings on the walls of public bathrooms), limericks, 
ball-bouncing rhymes, jump-rope rhymes, finger and toe 
rhymes, dandling rhymes (to bounce children on the 
knee}, counting-out rhymes (to determine who will be 

8
rbid., pp. 1-3 passim. 



11 it" in games), and nursery rhymes. The list of folk
lore forms also contains games; gestures; symbols; 
prayers (e.g., graces); practical jokes; folk etymolog
ies; food recipes; quilt and embroidery designs; house, 
barn, and fence types; street vendor's cries; and even 
traditional conventional sounds used to summon animals 
or to give them commands. There are such minor forms 
as mnemonic devices (e.g., .the name Roy G. Biv to 
remember the colors of the spectrum in order), envelope 
sealers (e.g., SWAK--Sealed With A Kiss), and the 
traditional comments made after body emissions (e.g., 
after burps or sneezes) . There are such major forms 
as festivals and special day (or holiday) customs 
(e.g., Christmas, Halloween, and birthday). 

This list provides a sampling of the forms of folk
lore. It does not include all the forms.9 

Surprisingly, for a word that occurs so often in 

the history of the FWP and the guides themselves, there is 

very little scholarly material involving the term "folk-

9 

ways . " The fields of sociology, ethnology, and anthropology 

include the study of customs, mores, and traditions, but 

the term "folkways" is little used, unusual, and specific. 

William Graham Sumner claims to have formed the word 

"folkways" on the analogy of words already in use in 

sociology to introduce his own treatment o f "mores."
10 

The dictionary definition , "A way of thinking or 

acting adapted unreflectively by the members o f a group 

9Ibid ., p . 3 . 

10william Graham Sumner , Folkways: A Study of the 
Sociological Importance of Usages , Manners , Customs , Mores, 
and orals (Boston : Ginn and Co . , 1906) p . 5; Sumner was 
Professor of Political and Social Science in Yale University . 
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as part of their shared culture," does sununarize Sumner's 

rather extensive comments on the term he suggested. 

Sumner claims that folkways are a societal force, and are 

made unconsciously, often through impulse and instinct. 

Their origins are lost in mystery and they become accepted 

by virtue of uniformity, repetition and wide occurrence. 

Moreover, he suggests .that folkways are usually 

related to the primitive conditions of hunger, love/sex, 

vanity, and fear. They are associated with good and bad 

luck , the ills of life, goodness and happiness. Each 

group t hinks of its own folkways as the only right ones 

and o fte n shows contempt for other groups and their folk-

ways . This pre judice is illustrated by the two essays 

in Mississ i ppi guide , "White Folkways" and "Negro Folkways." 

Folkways a r e i maginative and sometimes formed on the basis 

of irrational a n d i nco ngruous action, as when a pestilence 

broke out in Molembo s oon a ft e r a Portuguese national died 

t he r e ; an d afterwards, n a tives t ook all possible measures 

to keep a white man from dying i n thei r country. Some times 

adhe r ence t o fol kways ove rrulesper son al j udgme n t a nd 

char acter . Howe ve r, wh e n folkways take on a ph i l os ophy 

of right li v ing a nd a life policy for one ' s welfare (o r 

11 
community) , they become mores . 

11 rbid . , pp . 17- 45 pass i m. 
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Despite the definitions of scholars or others, 

the guides use the terms 11 folklore 11 and 11 folkways 11 loosely 

and interchangeably. And whatever the exact meaning of the 

words, together they concern the ways and lore of people 

whose contributions are not usually detailed in history 

books. Yet their role is important, for without an under

standing of people's folklore and folkways, the picture of 

that society is incomplete. Furthermore, planners in 

Washington claimed that understanding America was the 

primary reason for writing an American guide and after all-

the people are America . 

The United States of America, land of opportunity, 

bastion of democracy and capitalism, whose entry into 

World War I meant victory for the Allies, was also victim 

of a world-wide depression . During the 1930s the country 

was in an economi c slump. Unemployment was widespread. 

A series of droughts had created a dustbowl of the agricul

tural land in the Midwest . And many people were desperate 

for the bare necessities of life. Families and individuals 

wandered throughout the countryside seeking food, clothing, 

and shelter . But most of all, people wanted jobs. 

The government , under the leadership of President 

Franklin D. Roosevelt , wanting to do something about the 

economic condition of the country and its p e ople, began a 



seri e s of prog rams designed to help the country return to 

prosperity. This plan of action was call the "New Deal." 

12 

The Works Progress Administration was an important 

part o f t h e New Deal policy. This federal agency initiated 

gov e rnment projects designed to put some of the nation' s 

v ast numbers of unemployed persons to work. Many of the 

proj e c t s call e d for construction of buildings, roads, and 

dams that wou l d b e nefit the country. Construction, how

ever , involves mostly laborers. Yet, many people with 

other skills also need ed jobs. Therefore, the govern-

ment was l o oking f or programs that would create jobs for 

all types of wo r ker s . Furthermore, workers' groups and 

unions were pus h ing f or leg i s lation that might create jobs 

for them. All o f t hese factors tended to create a sense of 

purpose, activity, and h o pe i n Was hi ngto n that the govern

ment actually could put peopl e to work without end a ngering 

private enterprise or the basic fundamenta l s o f d emocracy. 

Government leaders and private i ndividuals worked to put 

together a "New Deal" for Americans . 

In the months preceding the creation of the Federal 

Writers' Project (FWP), the ideas of writing about folklore 

and folkways was constantly before the planners in 

Washington . As early as 1934 the Author's Guild had 

submi ted a proposal to the Civil Works Administration 



13 

(CWA) for writers "to survey the varying aspects of every-

day life as it is lived in all parts of the United 

12 
States." The Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) 

had conducted a project concerned with gathering folklore 

and recording autobiographical material from ex-slaves. This 

project seemed worth continuing and expanding. 13 Another 

proposal emphasized the idea of preserving as much as 

possible of the country•s fading folk heritage. Still 

another plan which would almost eliminate the need to 

write involved composing an ••iconography" that would be 

" a compilation of pictures, broad-sides, handbills, and 

all the other original source material that describes the 

events, attitudes, and customs of a given place, region, 

14 or group . •• Joseph Gaer, of California • s newspaper 

12Jerre Mangione , The Dream of the Deal: The 
Federal Writers• Project, 1935-1943 (Boston: Little, 
Brown and Co ., 1972), p. 36. 

13 Ibid . , p . 4 5 ; CWA and FERA were early •• New Deal•• 
agencies established to create work projects for the 
relief of the unemployed. 

14Monty Noarn Penkower, The Federal Writers• Project: 
A Stud y in Government Patronage of the Arts (Urbana : 
University of Illinois Press , 19 77), p. 18. 



project, even suggested that "Federal One " be called the 

American Folklore Project. 15 

A federal program for writers seemed to fit the 

needs of the times. It would provide employment for many 

14 

while collar workers, and it might also produce a literary 

heritage that Americans could be proud of. Writers claimed 

that they would rather work than accept doles and that 

their work was as important as that of others already 

employed by the government. They picketed in New York City. 

Henry Alsberg, who later became the Project•s director, 

talked with Mrs . Eleanor Roosevelt, who was •• the official 

godmother of the arts projects, •• and the FWP emerged as 

part of a program called Federal Project Number One. 16 

11 Federal One, •• which began as four projects for 

cultural relief--the Federal Art Project, the Federal 

Music Project, the Federal Theater Project, and the 

Federal Writers• Project- - existed as part of the WPA 

15 rbid . , p . 17 . 

16Mangione , The Dream and the Deal, p . 8 . 
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between 1935 and 1939.17 The creation of "Federal One" 

was based on the ideas that the artist as well as the 

manual worker was entitled to employment at public expense, 

and the arts are and should be of immediate concern to the 

ideal commonwealth. 18 Because of the needs and ideas of 

the times, on July 27, 1935, the government created a 

program for subsidized literature unprecedented in the 

history o f this or any other nation. 19 However, one 

editorial complained that now, "in addition to shovel 

lea ners, t he nation would now have pencil leaners." 20 

There was much discussion about what constitutes 

a wr i ter, and what and where federal writers would write. 

Other e mployees of "Federal One, 11 such as painters and 

sculp t ors, could also perform creative work, often in the 

privacy of the ir own homes. But nothing they produced 

could create a s much trouble as the written word.
21 

Planner s realized t ha t creative writing was too controver-

sial an activity to begin on a national scale. They also 

17Kathleen 0 . McKinzie , "Writers on Re lief : 1935-
1942" (Ph . D. dissertation , Indiana Univer s i t y, 1970), pp. 
17-18 . 

18 cDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts, p . i . 

19 b'd I l. ., p . ix . 

20 . 1ang 1.one, The Dream and the Deal, p . 48. 

21 b'd 46 I l. ., p . . 
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realized that all kinds of people--lawyers, librarians, 

ministers, teachers, and other white-collar workers who had 

one skill in common, their writing ability--would be 

eligible for the Project. Therefore, the Project needed a 

broad, nonfiction program that could utilize diverse 

services and skills. 

Several private citizens and government employees 

proposed the idea of writing an American guide similar to 

Baedaker's United States, written by Finley Muirhead, a 

book which was then obsolete and long out of print. 

Connecticut had already produced a state guidebook, the 

Connecticut Guide , sponsored by the CWA and FERA, other 

1 1 . f . 22 "New Dea " re 1e agenc1es. However, it took the 

peculiar ingredients of a Washington cocktail party to 

spur the official adoption of a plan to write a guidebook 

on a national scale. Arthur "Tex" Goldschmidt, assistant 

to the head of the Professional Projects Division, Jake 

Baker, recalled: "Baker left me stuck in the corner with 

garrulous gal who kept asking , 'What will you do for 

write r s ?' I couldn't easily escape and, besides, I 

decided to listen . You never knew where a good idea 

22 b ' d 46 I 1 ., p . . 
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would come from. Her proposal was guidebooks." 23 The 

advice came at a propitious time. Apparently she convinced 

him, and he convinced Jake Baker, .because afterwards, 

workers on Baker's staff focused on her proposal. The 

"garrulous gal" was Katherine Kellock, who later became 

the national editor for the guidebooks' "tours section. •• 24 

Planners formulating the concept of the American 

Guide did not slight folklore. Rather, it became an inte-

gral part of the Guide under the direction of the FWP's 

25 national director, Henry Alsberg. Born and reared in 

New York City's prosperous East Seventies, he was educated 

at the Sachs Collegiate Institute, a remarkable private 

school that prepared him to enter Columbia College at 

fifteen . After graduating from Columbia Law School and 

practicing law for three years, he declared that law was 

"a dirty business" and spent a year in Harvard's graduate 

26 Engl ish department. Deciding that he disliked academic 

23 Penkower , The Federal Writers' Project, p. 22. 

24 rbid ; For a more complete history of the creation 
of the Federal Writers ' Project , see Penkower , The Federal 
Writers ' Project, pp . 9-29 and Mangione , The Dream and t he 
Deal , pp . 29-50 . 

25McDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 704. 

26Penkower, The Federal Writers' Project, p. 18 . 



discipline, he joined the editorial board of the New York 

Post. 

Alsberg, at heart a free, creative soul, really 

wanted t o be a writer and see the world. His next years 

i n c lud ed sev eral jobs that helped fulfill that ambition. 

18 

He was s ecretary to the United States ambassador to Turkey. 

Writer Emma Goldman later remembered him as a foreign 

correspondent for the Nation and the London _Daily Herald. 

She admired his "sincerity and easy joviality, directness 

and comraderi e ." 27 Under the American Joint Distribution 

Committee , Alsberg brought funds to starving Jewish refugees 

in the Ukr a i ne . The n he produced his first book, a 

collection of let ters by Russian dissident s written in 

collaboration wit h Do n Isa ac Levine. After Alsberg returned 

to the United Sta t e s, h e became producer and member of the 

Prov incetown Player s advisory board . He r e he achieved 

literary recognitio n by translat i ng , adapt i n g, and producing 

S . Ansky 's The Dybbuk in the Un i ted Sta tes . 

In mid 1934 Jake Baker, then director o f t h e 

professional Projects Division and later chief arc h itec t 

of "Federal One," asked his friend, Alsberg , who in a 

2 7 I bid . , p. 19 . 
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Columbia University alumni publication had listed his work 

as ••saving the world from reactionaries, 11 to come to 

W h . 28 as 1ngton. Baker asked him to write about the work of 

the CWA, a relief agency and forerunner of the WPA which 

had begun public work projects. The result, American 

Fights the Depression, by Alsberg, helped the author secure 

an appointment as supervisor of the reports and records 

issued by FERA where he would serve primarily as editor. 

Baker realized that his friend was weak in administrative 

ability and chose Reed Harris to assist Alsberg. Harris's 

appointment also helped counteract Alsberg's filing system 

which was based on these principles--" if he were interested, 

it went into his desk; if not, into his waste basket." 

Alsberg once said, "Hell, 
29 

I don It keep carbons~ rr 

Because Als berg was in Washington, he was in close 

contact with the people who organized the FWP and played 

a vital role in formulating its structure. Jake Baker felt 

that he was "the right man, of ,pome stature in the publish

ing field . ~~ 30 Alsberg also wanted the job and a chance 

to develop the proposed program . 

28Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 56. 

29 Penkower , The Federal Writers' Pro ject, pp. 20-21; 
Except where noted , the above biographical material about 
Henry Alsberg is from Penkower . 

30Penkower , The Federal Writers' Pro ject, p. 28 
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As National Director, Alsberg's conception of what 

the guides would be determined their composition. And 

folklore and folkways were a very important aspect of that 

picture. William F. McDonald, author of the Federal Relief 

Administration and the Arts, later described some of his 

ideas: 

Alsberg conceived of the Guide not as a revised 
Baedeker but as a discovery of the roots from which 
America had grown and a signpost of America's poten
tialities for the future. In a word, the Guide was 
to be an appreciation of America and a revelation to 
the democratic tradition, which, though it had never 
ceased to exist, had been obscured by an alien film. 
Emphasis upon folklore; the speech and mores of the 
common people, stress upon the contributions of minor
ities, like the American Negro, to the creation of a 
genuinely native culture; and an accent upon regional, 
sectional, and local characteristics that in their 
variety formed a manifold unity that only a decent 
respect for each would preserve--these principles 
guided the thought of Alsberg as he approached the 
creation of the American Guide.31 

Through Als berg the series of guidebooks was to become a 

diverse collection of essays which could "attract attention 

32 
to the whole of American civilization and its development." 

He wanted FWP to write a book about the balladry and 

31McDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 665 . 

32Penkower, The Federal Writers ' Project , p. 21. 
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folklore of the Kentucky mountain regions but deferred this 

project to concentrate on the American Guide series. 33 

It was Alsberg's job to select both the national 

office staff and the state directors. Clerks and typists 

came from the rolls of relief workers, _but the rest of the 

national staff did not have to be certified by their local 

relief board as in need of relief funds. As a result of 

this arrangement, Alsberg could employ talent when he could 

find it; and he soon acquired writers and other professionals 

with varied specialties. 

Alsberg persuaded the noted Texas ballad hunter 

John A . Lomax, who was formerly folklorist in residency at 

the Library of Congress, to be the national advisor on 

folklore. 34 He also asked Sterling A. Brown, who was 

recognized as an authority on Negro literature, to be the 

national editor of Negro affairs. Alsberg appointed 

Morton w. Royse national consultant for social-ethnic 

studies . These three people often worked together closely 

when folklore and folkways concerned more than one of them. 

Specialists in the Project received manuscripts 

dealing with their specializations as the work came into 

33 rbid ., p . 147 . 

34McDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 704 . 
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the national office. Gradually, _John A. Lomax became the 

"Folklore Section" of the FWP, and other specialists became 

"sections " dealing with their own areas of work. "Section, " 

however, was frequently a misnomer. Usua·lly a section was 

simply a special interest of one editor who worked on 

s p ecial material for the guides with the help of a secre-

t a ry a nd an assistant or two. Nevertheless, editors of 

spe cial "sections" often persuaded Alsberg to channel FWP 

manpo we r into producing publications devoted to their 

. 1 . . 35 specla ltl e s. 

w·ithin a short time the speciality of folklore 

began t o assume gigantic proportions in the FWP. The 

automobile , a n i mportant factor of the "tours 11 section of 

the guide , pl a yed a k e y role in the discovery that the 

United States is composed of many regions where people, 

the common p eopl e , with their folklore, folk music, and folk 

art are an obj ec t no t o nly o f interest , but of cultivation. 

So regu l a r , ordinary , "back home " p eopl e came to be seen 

as human souls who were fashion i ng t h e new spirit o f 

America . Thu s , as writers searched for the unusua l a n d 

interest i ng t o make r eade rs "see" the countryside o f t h e 

35 b'd M K' . I l ; c lnzle , "Writ e rs on Relief , " p . 14 8 . 
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tours more vividly, .the Washington staff began to discover 

the rich variety of the folk and folklore of the nation. 36 

At first the guide was of primary concern, .but 

before long folklore study in its own right asserted itself. 

On August 4, 193 6, ,Alsberg and Lomax sent 110klahoma Folklore 

and Folk Customs", .a sample guidebook essay, to the state 

offices to serve as a model. A letter asking for a full 

collection of folk material from each state accompanied 

the manuscript. It also mentioned the possibility of 

making a collection of national folklore. In the letter 

Alsberg s .tated that the guide was to be of immediate 

consideration, but other folk material would be of great 

37 future value. These instructions precipitated a deluge 

of folklore material. 

As more and more material came into the Washington 

office, the character of the nation became more apparent. 

Although the American nature is predominantly Anglo-Saxon 

in character, its language and literature stemming from 

English roots, the FWP staff began to recognize other 

elements in the bloodstream of American culture. The staff 

36McDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 648; Penkower , The Federal Wr iters' Project , p. 88. 

37McDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts, p . 705. 
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members saw that the Negro, Jew, _and Spanish American 

impressed their personalities on America and that this was 

not only a fact, _but good. The discovery of these influ-

ences was a new phenomenon for Americans; Lomax, and, 

later, Benjamin Botkin, as well as Royse and Brown, 

submitted various proposals to study those ethnic influ-

38 ences. Many of their projects dealt partially or 

specifically with the South. 

Alsberg decided to include in each guidebook only 

an essay on black history and lore in each state under the 

editorship of Sterling Brown and his research assistants, 

Ulysses Lee and Eugene Holmes. However, to compensate for 

the sketchy treatment of the Negro in the guidebooks, 

Brown instigated a series of field projects conducted by 

black writers and researchers who, under his direction, 

investigated the story of the American Negro in depth. One 

of these projects resulted in the publication of the book, 

The Negro in Virginia , a goldmine o f black history and 

folklore . It is wide ly regarded as a classic of its kind 

because it is one of the first histories of the Negro that 

. 39 
is written from the black perspect1ve . 

38 rbid . , p . 648 . 

39Penkower , The Federal Writers ' Project , p . 140; 
angione , The Dream and the Deal , p . 259 . 
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In 1936 Lomax emphasized the work on the Slave 

Narrative Collection formerly begun by the FERA. He 

issued a detailed set of questions designed to help some 

of the more than 100,0,00 ex-slaves still believed to be 

alive to talk about their former slave days. 40 He said, 

"Until we get the view as presented through the slave 

hirnsel~'l the story of slavery and the Reconstruction could 

41 not be complete. " 

Morton W. Royse, national consultant for social-

ethnic studies, and Ben Botkin proposed a joint project 

described by Alsberg as "studying the ethnic groups from 

42 the human angle." Royse also proposed an ethnic study 

c a ll ed 'Composite America' which he described in his initial 

letter to the Project's state directors as a proposal to 

construct a record of the building of America from colonial 

days to prese nt. The crux o f the story would be how the 

influx o f peopl es from all ends of the earth achieved 

1 
. 43 

social and c ultu r a un1 t y. 

40Mang i one , The Dream and t he Deal, p. 263. 

41 Ibid . I p . 2 57. 

4 2 I bid . I p . 2 7 8 • 

43 r bid ., p . 280 · 
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Another project was proposed by William T. Couch, 

who served as regional director of the Southwest from 1938-

39, as well as associate director of North Carolina's 

project. He asked neighboring states to use a "life-

history•• approach to relate the problems, regrets and 

hopes of dirt farmers, itinerant Negro field workers, 

mill hands, widows on relief, .mechanics, truck drivers, 

and other workers. Many of these life histories were 

incorporated into These Are Our Lives, an FWP book published 

44 in 1939, largely through the efforts of Couch. These 

were examples of proposals that resulted in instructions to 

the state directors to collect even more material about 

folklore and folkways in their states. 

44McKinzie, Writers' on Relief," p . 154 ; Penkower , 
The Federal Writers' Project, p. 152 ; McKinzie, ~~writers' 
on Relief , •• p . 155 . 



CHAPTER II 

DEVELOPMENT OF FOLKLORE BY FWP ADMINISTRATORS 

How some FWP administrators perceived folklore and 

what it meant to them had a profound effect on both the 

type of folklore collected and the method of its collection. 

They had the final veto over what appeared in the state 

guides as well as other publications. The Washington staff 

carne from various parts of the country and had different 

ethnic and educational backgrounds. As a group, they 

represented a wide range of philosophies and a variety of 

opinions on just what folklore should be. Regional and 

state directors also affected FWP folklore in their own 

states and sometimes in the national office. 

John Alan Lomax served as director of folklore 

studies from June 25, 1936-0ctober 3, 1937. At the same 

time he continued his journeys making recordings for the 

Archive of Ameri can Folksong in the Library of Congress. 

Although orthodox folklore scholars claimed that he was not 

academically qualified for the FWP job, his credentials 

- h 1 't . . 45 
were, nevert e ess , qu1 e 1mpress2ve . 

45 McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the 
Art s , p . 704; Mangione , The Dream and The Deal , p. 276 . 
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Born in Meridian, Mississippi in 1867, John Lomax 

emigrated to Texas in a hickory split basket swung from 

a feed-box behind an oxwagon. He grew into manhood among 

46 singing cowboys on his parents' Texas cattle ranch. 

Early in his life he began to write down the words, and 

later the music, of the songs they sang. As a child of 

nine he began his own "academy•~. =- in which his star pupil 

and beloved friend was an eighteen-year-old Negro. 

When Lomax decided to attend Granbury College, he 

agreed to swap a wagonload of flour that he had produced 

28 

himself for part of his room and board. He had to supple-

ment this, however, by selling his pony, Selim, at an East 

Dallas horse lot. After a year at Granbury, he began to 

teach in public schools and colleges. But despite summer 

courses at colleges in New York State, he claimed, •• I felt 

desperately aware of my lack of any substantial education" 

and he de t ermined to attend the University of Texas at 

Aus tin . 47 While there, he said, "I grubbed doggedly at 

the roots of three languages the same way I had grubbed 

46 Federal Writers• Project, American Stuff, p. 296. 

47 John A. Lomax, Adventur es of a Ballad Hunter 
( ew York : MacMillan Co ., 1947), p. 27 . 



at the pecan stumps in the Bosque County river 

48 
bottom. 11 

Professors who saw Lomax's early collection of 

cowboy songs called his samples of frontier literature 

49 "tawdry," '1 cheap, 11 and 11 unworthy, 11 It wasn't until 

he arrived at Harvard on a scholarship that the songs 

he collected met with any approval. When he proposed 

using them as a topic for his master's thesis, Professors 

Barrett Wendall and G. L. Kittredge approved and 

encouraged him to collect more cowboy ballads. While 

at Harvard, Lomax mailed letters to the editors of a 

thousand newspapers in the West asking people to send 

him native ballads and songs from their region. As a 

result, letters poured into his Cambridge address and 

still trickled in twenty years later. 

Upon obtaining a mas ter's degree from Harvard, 

Lomax returned to Texas A & M, where he resumed teaching. 

While there, he received three successive Sheldon Fellow-

ships which he used for vacation travel in ballad hunting. 

Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier Ballads was the result 

of those efforts . Many songs that are still well known 

48Ibid ., p . 30 . 

49 rbid . I p . 32 . 
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today-- 1'Good-bye Old Paint, 11 11 Silver Jack, 11 and 11 Git Along 

Little Dogies 11 --were first published in that book. The 

book also contains a ballad called ''Hell in Texas, 11 which 

a Texas newspaper claims was written by General Sherman. 

The words echo Sherman's legendary statement that if he 

owned both Texas and Hell, he would rent out Texas and 

live in Hell. The book was the first collection of native 

American folksongs ever printed with music. 

In 1917 a local political explosion on the 

University of Texas campus and a clash with 11 Pa" Ferguson 

catapulted Lomax into a short career in investment banking. 

His paycheck was as large as that of the Governor of Texas, 

but Lomax disliked the job intensely. After two years 

and the i mpea chment of Governor Ferguson, Lomax returned 

to Texas as Secretary of the University of Texas Ex-Students 

Association . In 1925 he returned to banking as a repre

sentative of Republic Bank o f Dallas. He was there when 

the stock market crashed . 

Lomax was "worth l ess than nothing" when , in the 

late spring of 1932, he signed a contract with Macmillan 

Publisher to collect what became American Ballads and 
50 

Folk Songs , a collection of Negro folksongs of the South . 

50Lomax, Adventures of a Ballad Hunter, p . 106 . 
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After Lomax, with the help of his son, completed the book, 

he received a grant of three thousand dollars from the 

Carnegie Corporation to continue collecting folk music. 

He discovered "Stewball'' and "John Henry" among the South's 

convict gang laborers and published Negro Songs as sung 

by Lead Belly. 

Lomax was the Honorary Curator and Consultant in 

American Folk Song in the Music Division of the Library 

of Congress when Dr. Luther Evans asked him, on behalf of 

Henry Alsberg, to evaluate the folklore material collected 

by the FWP and make suggestions for expanding it. Lomax, 

almost seventy years old at the time, agreed, provided 

he be allowed time and opportunity in his journeyings to 

continue making records for the Archive of American Folk 

Songs . Alsberg chose Lomax because he had spent most of 

his life pioneering techniques of collecting and interpret-

ing folk music and folklore. Lomax's many speeches at 

universities and colleges had helped to make folklore a 

respectable discipline in Ameri ca.
51 

Although he only 

51 Except where noted, the above biographical 
material about John A. Lomax is from his autobiography, 
ibid, passim . 
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stayed with the FWP a few months, Lomax convinced Alsberg 

of the value of a professional folklorist. 52 

While he was folklore editor, Lomax, as well as 

Botk in, emphasized the Slave Narrative Collection, a record 

of a necdotes, reminiscences, folk tales and life histories 

of f ormer slaves. He intorduced a method of obtaining the 

narratives through planned questions and tape-recorded 

int er~i ews. Lomas's ideas were particularly helpful in 

wr i ting the guides ' folklore essays, and his manual of 

instructions for collecting primary sources proved useful 

to Botk i n , who took over the folklore section in 1938. 53 

Whil e Lo max was director, he was responsible for 

amassing a great deal of Negro lore and ex-slave interviews. 

54 The project a l so r e corded a large number of folksongs. 

It has been said tha t Lomax emphasized the South because 

55 of his interes t in it and neglected the North. In an 

interview with Ka th leen McKin zie, Ste rling Brown said that 

he suspected that Lo max ' s en thus i asm for former slaves 

did not extend to working wi t h Negro es a s equals on t he FWP. 

52McKinzie , Writers on Re l ief , p. 149. 

53 Ibid ., pp . 49 , 152 ; Penkower, The Federal Write r s ' 
Project, p . 148 . 

54 Benjamin A. Botkin , "WPA and Folklore Research: 
'Bread and Song , ''' Southern Folklore Quarterly 3 (March 
1939) : 13 . 

55 cDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts . , p . 707 . 
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Privately, Brown considered Lomax an 11 Unreconstructed 

Texan." There was no outward animosity, and the friction 

disappeared with the appointment of Botkin as folklore 

d
. 56 1rector. 

The American Folklore Society, however, was 

skeptical of FWP efforts in folklore, and, according to 

Alsberg, antagonistic toward John A. Lomax because the 

project had been enjoying more newspaper publicity than 

had the society. The Society's members considered Lomax 

unqualified because he lacked proper academic credentials, 

a doctorate, perhaps, and they claimed that only a scien-

tifically trained folklorist could collect "dependable 

folklore . 11 Lomax's rebuttal was, "Presumably the collec

tor must go out among the people dressed in cap and gown." 57 

Lomax claimed that it was in an effort to gain the society's 

support that Al sberg replaced him with Benjamin Botkin, 

whose credentials wer~ of a more academic nature. 58 

56McKinzie , "Writers on Relief, 11 p. 152. 

57McDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 717 . 

58John A . Lomax , review of A Treasury of American 
Folklore in Saturday Review of Literature, July l, 1944, 
p . 19 , n . 40 , cited by McDonald , Federal Relief Adminis 
tration and the Arts, p . 717 . 



Lomax continued to collect folksongs for the Music 

Division of the Library of Congress. 

Benjamin Botkin, who was folklore consultant from 

May 2, 1928-July 31, 1938 and folklore editor from 

August 1, 1938-August 31, 1939, was born of Lithuanian 

immigrant parents in Boston, where he also grew up. He 

studied literature at Harvard and Columbia, and in 1931 

he earned a Doctor of Philosophy degree at the University 

of Nebraska . He taught English at the University of 

Oklahoma and was on leave studying on a fellowship when 

Alsberg asked him to join the FWP. Botkin already had a 

national reputation when he joined the Project. From 

1929-1932 he had edited four volumes of a regional 

miscellany entitled Folk Say- a term he invented.
59 

Like Alsberg, Botkin saw that the United States 

was composed of ma ny cultures and rich with the life and 

fantasy of its ethni c minorities. 60 The new folklore 

34 

director believed that p eople should view folklore material 

"dynamically as part of the process of cultural conflict, 

59Mangione , The Dream and The Deal, pp . 269-270; 
McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the Arts , 
p . 704 . 

60Mangione, The Dream and The Deal , p . 270 . 
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change, and adaptation. 1161 He wanted to explore the rough 

texture of life in the United States and collect what he 

11 d 11 . . 1 62 ca e 1 1v1ng ore. 11 

As folklore editor, Botkin emphasized the use of 

oral sources and studies in urban and industrial areas. 63 

He, l i k e other advocates of literary realism, wanted to 

move ";the streets, the stockyards, and the hiring halls 

into li te r a t u r e . 11 To him the life-history narratives were 

"the stuff of lite rature. " 64 At the same time, however, 

he said, "We are not neglecting the lore of the more 

strictly r ural fol k , past and present ... Under 

Botkin project memb e rs gathered proverbs, songs, stories, 

street cries and games from ma ny diverse ethnic groups 

d . 66 an occupat1ons . 

When the var i ous divi sions of "Federal One" joined 

together to form the Joint Committee on Folk Arts of the 

61Ann Banks, First- Pe rson Amer ica ( New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf , 1980), p . xv . 

62 rbid . 

63McDonald , Fede r al Re lief Administration and the 
Arts, p . 709 . 

64 Banks , First- Person America , p . xix . 

65 k ' Bot 1n , "WPA and Folklore Research , " p . 10 . 

66 angione , The Dream and The Deal, p . 272 . 
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WPA, Botkin became its president. The group was organized 

to coordinate, utilize, and distribute all folklore 

materials collected by WPA agencies. Botkin was responsible 

for a series of recording expeditions involving close 

associations between all of the government art projects. 

First John Lomax and then Benjamin Botkin broke 

down the barriers of academic formalism by stressing the 

contemporary aspects of American folklore. Before the 

Write rs' Project, American scholars dealt with folklore as 

a part of the remote past; however, Lomax's and Botkin's 

and Couch's development of the life-history format helped 

67 make folklore a study of the present. Botkin revised 

the questions issued earlier by Lomax to remove traces of 

bias and make them more workable.
68 

Until Benjamin Botkin took charge of the folklore 

section in 1938, the snobbery of orthodox scholars had 

j e opardized the program. Through his public relations 

efforts, however , the Southeastern Folklore Society and 

the Folklore Council of the University of South Carolina 

both endorsed the FWP . Furthermore, the American Folklore 

67 
Ibid . , pp . 276, 269 . 

68Penkower , The Federal Writers' Proj e ct, p . 144. 
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Society reversed its former position that only a scientif-

ically trained folklorist could collect dependable folklore 

and expressed its willingness to cooperate in the activit-

ies of the Joint Committee. Ironically seven years later, 

when Ben Botkin was president of the same society, he 

stated that many of the most vital items in his book, 

Treasu~y of American Folklore, came from the collections 

made by the FWP. 69 Since most FWP workers who collected 

folklore were not scientifically trained folklorists, this 

statement was the exact opposite of the society's former 

view . 

When Congress disbanded the national office of the 

FWP in 1939, Benjamin Botkin became chief editor of the 

Library of Congress Writers' Unit. For two years it was 

his job to sift through thousands of folklore and ex-slave 

manuscripts gathered by Project members from throughout 

the nation . Struck with the potency of the material, he 

edited a series of folklore anthologies. One of these, 

A Treasury of Ame rican Folklore , combines Project-gathered 

materi al with material from other s ources. Another, Lay 

My Burden Down , consists of ex-slave narratives . Although 

the FWP was n ow dead, these anthologies made the public 

69Mangione, The Dream and th e Deal , p . 276; 
McDonald , Federal Relief Administ r ation and the Arts, pp . 
718, 71 7 . 



aware that the federal agency had faithfully recorded a 

significant facet of the American story for posterity. 70 

Botkin called the Projects' findings "the nearest thing 

we have to a national folklore." 71 

From the beginning of the program for the employ-

rnent of writers, Henry Alsberg realized that unless the 

FWP produced books depicting the peoples of America to 

38 

supplement the guides, there would be a gap in the national 

portrait. By 1938 the Project had produced a number of 

ethnic studies in the Northern States, such as The Italians 

in New York. Alsberg, however, was dissatisfied with them 

because writers had used mostly secondary materials, and 

the publications were not up to the literary standards of 

the guides . Therefore in April, 1938, he appointed 

Morton W. Royse as consultant on labor and social groups 

in order to improve the content and quality of future ethnic 

d
. 72 stu les . 

The new national consultant for social and ethnic 

studies came to the Project well recommended for the job. 

70Mangione , The Dream and the De al, pp. 275, 274, 265. 

71 Penkower , The Federal Writers' Project, p. 154. 

72 angione , The Dream and the Deal , p . 277; 
cDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the Art s , p. 724. 
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An official at his previous place of employment, a workers• 

education training center in Puerto Rico, described him 

as "a man with a definite and well-defined social philosophy 

and unlimited courage and energy. 11 The official added that 

the only criticism of him was that he was 11 somewhat out-

73 spoken. 11 Royse had earned two doctoral degrees from 

Columb~·a, one in law, the other in philosophy. His 

dissertation, "Aerial Bombardment, .. had become a textbook 

for students of military affairs, and a Princeton University 

professor described Royse•s dissertation on European minor-

ity group s as the most authoritative treatment of the 
74 

sub ject e v e r written by an American. 

Roys e threw himself into his new job with enthusi-

asm . He trave l e d throughout the country establishing new 

projec ts and try ing t o get FWP workers looking 11 at the 

75 
world around them and writing in a natural way. 11 Every-

where he went , he speedily made f r iends or enemies. Royse 

proposed an ethnic study call e d 11 Composite America" which 

would reconstruct the building o f the nation f rom colonial 

73Mangione , The Dream and The Deal , p . 27 8 . 

74 rbid . 

75 rbid . I p . 282 . 
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days to the present. How the influx of people from all 

ends of the earth had achieved a social and cultural unity 

76 in the U.S. would be the crux of the story. The 

director planned to substitute the "social-ethnic" for the 

"racial " approach and wrote, "We discarded the old patroniz-

ing attitude toward the immigrant--that of judging a group 

by the .number of doctors, lawyers and business men it had 

77 produced." They assumed that every individual contribut-

ed , whethe r he slung a pen or a pick axe. 

Mc Donald states in the Federal Relief Administration 

and the Arts that social-ethnic studies fell into three 

classifications (1) intensi ve studies of single groups 

(nationalities or occupations); (2) cross-sectional 

studies of whole communities; and (3) extensive studies 

of larger areas (regions). In theory, the Social-Ethnic 

Studies Unit dealt with the life and customs of a group 

of people as a whole , while the Folklore Unit focused on 

the body of lore in relation to the people's lives. In 

practice the distinction was frequently blurred because 

76 rbl.d., 279 278 PP• I • 

77 Penkower, The Federal Writers' Project, p . 151 . 



both units stressed the collection of first-person 

narratives, and both used the same pool of FWP workers. 78 
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Like Botkin, who joined the Project a month later, 

Royse felt that the Project's lack of trained experts 

could be an asset rather than a liability, and the data 

Project workers turned up might be more interesting and 

revealipg than the dry analyses and statistics of 

conventional scholars. 79 Both folklore and the social-

ethnic studies dealt with closely related subject matter 

that led to cooperation and correlation between the two 

fields. 80 

Together, Botkin and Royse helped to change the 

prevalent view of American society as a "melting pot." 

The two men saw the nation not as an alloy but as a 

mosaic , as a democratic, pluralistic community composed of 

many disparate elements . They thought that the Writers• 

Project could present that vision by assembling ethnically 

and occupationally diverse life histories. The two men 

planned for each individual story to retain its integrity 

78 k . t Am . Ban s , . Flrs -Person erlca , p. xv. 

79Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, p. 278. 

80 cDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the 
Art s , p . 724. 
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yet join with the others to form a cohesive picture of the 

United States. 81 

The social-ethnic program was an integral part of 

the portrait of America, but it fell short for a number of 

reasons. For one thing, the programs required so much 

field supervision that Royse spent most of his time travel-

ing; as _a result, material accumulated faster than it could 

be edited and organized. Too, Royse was more gifted in 

collecting and supervising than in editing and writing. 82 

Moreover , numerous ethnic studies had been initiated before 

his arrival, and Royse launched even more. Too, in the 

South, Royse's efforts met with the open resistance of 

w. T . Couch, who regarded the social-ethnic program as an 

infringement on his own life-history project.
83 

Another 

problem was that the social-ethnic studies played a minor 

role compared to the guides. 84 Finally, when it was 

obvious the Project was ending, the new national director, 

John Dimmock Newsom , was intent on completing the 

81 Banks, First-Person America, p. xv. 

82McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p. 72 5 . 

83Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, pp . 283, 27. 

84Mangione , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 726. 
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guidebook series and had little interest in long-range 

t d . h Am . 1. 85 s u 1es on ow er1ca 1ves. 

Although Royse influenced the work of FWP, virtually 

none of the studies that he initiated reached fruition. 

The only published Project book in which he could claim 

some participation was The Albanian Struggle in the OldWorld 

and the New, a product of his friend and admirer, Frank 

Manuel, regional director of New England. The book 

rece ived favorable reviews, and critics regretted that 

Congress had curtailed such a useful activity as the FWP. 86 

Sterling A. Brown was another major figure in 

FWP folklore studies. Public opinion and a sincere wish 

to give the Negro representation in the guides and in the 

writing of them prompted Alsberg to appoint him national 

editor of Negro affairs in the spring of 1936. An English 

professor and poet at Howard University, 35-year-old Brown 

was well qualified for the job. He had taught at Virginia 

Seminary, Fisk University , and Lincoln University in 

Missouri . 87 Critics had praised his book of poetry, 

85Mangione , The Dream and The Deal, p. 285. 

86 rbid ., pp . 282, 284 . 

87 cDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts, pp . 728-729 . 



Southern Road, and he was preparing to publish The Negro 

in American Fiction and Negro Poetry and Drama, two books 

that would later establish him as an authority on Negro 

literature. 88 He personally knew many Negro writers and 

44 

had great understanding of and insight into Negro culture. 

As a national editor he edited the guide essays 

and planned and directed special national and local books 

on the Negro in cooperation with the folklore and social-

th . t d. 89 e n1c s u 1es. Brown had a congenial disposition and 

could work well with members of his own race as well as 

others. He traveled to a number of states to establish 

black study programs and to help resolve personnel problems 

involving Negroes. He often persuaded state directors to 

employ Negroes, and he once helped with a dispute in 

Oklahoma when white project workers refused to share a 

90 water fountain with their black colleagues. Unofficially 

he served as counselor to many Negro writers on the FWP.
91 

Brown viewed his appointment as proof of "a serious 

effort to give qualified Negro writers and Negro subject 

88Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, p. 258. 

89McDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 730. 

90 . Mang1one , 

91 K. . Me 1nz1e, 

The Dream and The Deal, p . 258 . 

Writers' on Relief , p . 138. 
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matter fair treatment in the FWP. ~~ 92 With the support of his 

superiors,mainly Alsberg, Brown personally had a profound 

effect in promoting the fair treatment of Negroes in the 

'd 93 gu1 es. Although it took him and his staff almost a 

year to make their editorial weight felt in the field 

offices, eventually they managed to persuade many state 

editors to include Negro materials in the guidebooks or 

to correct material that had been distorted. 94 

Sometimes, however, the Negro affairs editor could 

only go on record as having objected to copy in its pre-

95 final state. This situation occurred when the Mississippi 

state project group overrode Washington's corrections by 

submitting the entire draft for the Mississippi guide in a 

rush and then including some objectionable references in 

the final edition . Brown had been able to delete one 

biased sentence, •• The passing of public hanging was, in 

h h d 0 k ,96 t e eyes oft e Negro, a sa m1sta e ,• However, meaning-

less generalities and a tone of amused condescension 

92 Penkower, The Federal Writers • Project , p. 140. 

93 rbid . 

94Mangione, The Dream and the Deal, p. 259. 

95 Pankower, The Federal Writers• Project , p. 145. 

96 b ' d 142 I 1 ., p . . 



remained in the Mississippi guide. Yet, even with its 

inadequacies, the American Guide series represented the 

first objective description of the Negro's participation 

in American life. 97 
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William T. Couch was another influential person in 

the FWP. During the first two years of the FWP, all guide 

copy passed through the national office where editors not 

only proofread everything, but often rewrote doubtful or 

objectionable passages. 98 This technical burden, the 

i mmense amount of work involved in it, and the probable 

end of the FWP in the near future caused Alsberg to appoint 

regional directors. He hoped that shifting some of the 

editorial responsibilities onto them would help clear the 

logjam of paper work in Washington and accelerate the 

. f h 'd 99 complet1on o t e state gu1 es. 

One regional director who had a profound effect 

on folklore was W. T . Couch, who directed Region V, an 

area consisting of Alabama , Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, 

45 . 

97Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, p. 259. 

98 Penkower , The Federal Writers' Project, pp. 44-

99McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 677 . 
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North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee. 10° Formerly 

associate director of the North Carolina unit, Couch had 

managed the University of North Carolina Press for over 

ten years. Under his direction the Press had become one 

of the outstanding university presses in the country. He 

was also editor of Culture in the South, a pioneer effort 

101 inthat area of study. 

In an interview, Couch claimed that he had developed 

the life-history approach while he was associate 

directo r of the North Carolina unit. He resisted the 

intro duc tio n of social-ethnic studies in the South because 

he felt t hey we r e inappropriate where immigrants had been 

thoroughly assimi lated . More interes ted in the lives of 

Southern workers , Couch d e veloped the life-history technique 

by borrowing f rom Plutarch's Lives, the contemporary 

studies of sociologist J o hn Doll a r d ; Ers kine Caldwell's 

documentary book, You Have Seen Thei r Faces ; and hi s own 

concerns about the different l eve l s of l ife in the South.
102 

His technique consisted of inter viewi n g p e ople f rom 

various occupations and social levels and writing the sto ry 

100 b "d 678 I l . , p . . 

101Pe nkower, The Federal Writers' Project , p . 45 . 

102Ib"d l • 1 p • 152 . 
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of their lives as they themselves told it. The technique 

began in the North Carolina project and gradually spread 

to other states in Regions V and VI. Couch believed that 

the life histories were an alternative to portraying 

Southern culture through novels, and he used them to 

emphasize the humanity and universality of people, to show 

the hardships endured during the Depression, and to under

score the diversity and richness of American life. 103 

There was a certain amount of administrative 

friction between Botkin and Couch. When the national folk-

lore editor requested contributions of folklore material 

for the planned book, American Folk Stuff, Couch wrote 

h t h h d th 1 f th t . l f h' . 104 t a e a o er p ans or e rna er1a rom lS reg1on. 

Botkin worried about the effect of too many "brutally 

frank" stories on his young, unmarried typists, and 

appeared uninterested in Couch's life histories. Couch, 

however , was totally committed to transforming the life 

histories into a documentary narrative for immediate 

bl . . 105 pu 1cat1on . He was responsible for the publication 

103McKinzie , Writers on Relief , p. 154; McDonald , 
Federal Relief Administration and the Arts , p. 678. 

104McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , p . 679 . 

105Penkower, The Federal Writers • Pro j ect , p. 152. 
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in 1939 of These Are Our Lives, a collection of these life 

histories, by the University of North Carolina Press. 

As director of the university press, Couch was 

able to use his prestige as well as the press facilities 

to force the FWP to give credit to those who collected the 

t . 106 s or1es. When the national office would no longer 

permit the inclusion of the names of the editorial staff 

in FWP .publications, Couch had other ideas. He held up 

publication until federal approval was granted. He 

claimed, "They sat on their permission, and I sat on the 

b k 11107 
00 . A telegraph finally arrived and the presses 

rolled. As a result, credit was given to the FWP writers 

of God Bless the Devil and to the collectors of These Are 

Our Lives . Giving credit to the authors, a practice not 

normally followed in other FWP publications, helped folklore 

workers feel their work had significance. 108 Both as 

North Carolina 1 s associate director and FWP regional 

director, W. T . Couch influenced Project publications. 

One of Henry Alsbe rg 1 s responsibilities as national 

director was to appoint state directors, with the approval 

106McDonald , Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts, p . 6 79 . 

107 Penkower , The Federal Writer 1 S Proj ect , p. 223 . 

lOBibid , pp . 223-224 . 



of the state WPA administrators. Subsequently, the 

director of a state writers' unit had two chief duties. 
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He supervised the day-to-day operation of the state project 

office and directed the production of the state guidebook. 

These responsibilities were demanding ones. Between the 

passage of Federal appropriation bills, FWP finances were 

often subject to internal political winds. Therefore, in 

order to juggle funds, the state director needed to be 

both a businessman and a diplomat. He had to mesh funds 

from different sources, interpret WPA forms, and protect 

his project from petty _jealousies and intrigues within 

the WPA . He selected workers to fill the relief positions 

in the Project offices and had to reduce his staff when 

109 Congress reduced FWP funds. 

Lyle Saxon became o ne of the FWP's outstanding 

state directors . He received an appointment as state 

director in October 1935, and became on e of the four state 

directors who retained his job from the beginning of the 

project to the end . He was born in Baton Rouge , Louisiana 

on September 4, 1891, where he grew up attending public 

schools . His grandfather , Michael Chambers , owned a 

bookstore in the city where Saxon , who loved books, spent 

109 cKinzie, Writers on Relief , p. 35, 37 . 
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much of his time. Perhaps Saxon acquired his interest in 

writing from his mother, society editor for the Baton Rouge 

Sta te Times. In 1912 he earned a Bachelor of Arts degree 

f rom Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge and then 

taught school in Florida for a year. After deciding that 

he would rather write than teach, he spent ten years writing 

for newspapers throughout the country. During this time 

one of t he newspapers he wrote for was the Times-Picayune 

of New Orlea n s, where he was reporter, special feature 

d . d d d " 110 e 1tor, a n Sun ay e 1tor. 

Saxo n then dec i ded to devote his time to creative 

writing . Although h e mainta i n ed residencies in New York 

a n d New Orleans , h e wrote most of his short stories and 

novels in a cabin o n the Melrose Plantation in Melrose, 

Louisiana . His 11 Cane River '' won the 0. Henry Memorial 

Pr i ze for 1926 , a nd several of his s hort storie s were 

translated into German . Saxon ' s mo st no tabl e works were 

Father Mississippi (1928) , Ol d Louisiana (1 929 ), Fabulou s 

New Or leans (19 28 ), a nd Childr e n of Stranger s (193 7). These 

authoritative and l ively boo ks e arn e d Lyl e Saxon the title 

of "Mr . Louisiana" and the "Dean of Ne w Orl eans Write rs ." 

110Ronnie Wayne Clayton , '' A Histor y o f the Federal 
Writers' Project in Louisiana" (Ph . D . dissertation , 
Louisiana State University and Agricultura l and Mec han ica l 
College , 1974) , pp . 36-37 ; Mangione , The Dream and The Deal , 
p . 92 . 



WPA administrators agreed that he was the person best 

qualified to be FWP director of his state. 111 

In addition to Saxon's personal qualifications as 

an editor and writer, other factors contributed to his 
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success as state director. One reason for the high quality 

of the Louisiana Project was that Saxon personally inter-

viewed_most of his original staff. Since he was mainly 

a writer and editor, perhaps his success also lay in the 

fact that he had the good sense to appoint Edward Dreyer 

as assistant director. Dreyer capably handled administra

tive details in the state office. 112 

Since production of state guides was the primary 

objective of the FWP, Saxon set up State Operating Projects 

in each of the state's eight congressional districts to 

gather information for the guide. The New Orleans office 

soon took over the work of nearby Gretna, but other offices 

remained either until they completed their assignments or 

disbanded as a result of quota reductions. Saxon also 

organized the State Coordinating Proj ect in New Orleans 

111clayton , "The Federal Writers ' Project in 
Louisiana , " . pp . 36-3 7; Penkower, The Federal Write rs' 
Pro ject, p . 40 . 

112Penkowe r , The Federal Writers ' Project, p . 40; 
Clayton , "The Federal Writers' Project in Louisiana ," 
pp . 35-36, 59 . 



to edit all work done by the state writers and administer 

the state writers' project. 113 

Lyle Saxon wrote only about the golden era of 
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the South, where "darkies" were ''happy" and cherished only 

affection for their masters. This enabled him to ignore 

the problems of the current depression around him. Yet, 

his pe~sonal attitude toward blacks enabled him to become 

a pioneer of his times. In the name of "folklore" and 

"history " , he was responsible for beginning early investi-

gations of the Negro facet of the Southern world that the 

guides were supposed to portray. 

A romanticist in his understanding and description 

of his state's history, Saxon steered the project's topics 

to pre-twentieth century Louisiana. He sought to describe 

the state as he imagined it used to be, rather than the 

way it was . In a way, he played a hoax on the readers--

they wer e asked to tour a past that no longer existed, or 

perhaps never did exist except in the imagination of himself 

and other novelists . This romanticism enabled Saxon to 

avoid the political controversies that plagued other state 

directors , but it also resulted in a form of censorship. 

113clayton, "The Federal Writers • Project in 
Louisiana , " , p . 49 . 



He effectively precluded consideration of his own 

t
. 114 J.me. 

Saxon tried to present a balanced view of slavery 

in the Writers• Project with three major publications: 

the New Orleans City Guide, Louisiana: A Guide to the 

State, and Gumbo Ya-Ya, but he did so unconvincingly. In 

the utopia of which Saxon wrote, he gave no consideration 

to the slaves• opinion of the era, although they were as 
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much a part of it as the white 110ld Southerners. 11 Slavery, 

particularly in the Louisiana folklore book, was portrayed 

in an idealized manner, with emphasis on the lasting bonds 

of love and friendship between master and slave. 

On the other hand, however, Saxon resented the 

racial views of the South that separated blacks and whites. 

Often , he would invite blacks to his St. Charles Hotel room 

for drinks . Once , he insisted that a black friend leave 

with him by the front door instead of the servants' entrance 

that his friend usually used . A tense situation arose, and 

Saxon's party feared for the safety of both. Saxon, regain-

ing his composure , placed his arm around his black friend 

and feigned inebriation . This calmed the other hotel patrons 

who had prev iously seen Saxon in the same condition after a 

114 b'd I l. • I pp . xiv, 333 . 
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night on the town. Saxon and his black friends shared and 

laughed about this and other incidents.115 

Saxon was responsible for setting up an all-Negro 

project at Dillard University which worked on ex-slave 

narratives and the history of the Negro in New Orleans 

and Louisiana. The project promised to produce a picture 

that wo~ld be totally different from anything previously 

done by the FWP, or anywhere else. When the FWP ended, 

Saxon made arrangements to leave the manuscript and other 

FWP materials at Dillard, a private institution, for 

. . 116 
compl etlon. A storm supposedly damaged all of the papers 

in 1939, and librarians destroyed them. The persons at 

Dil lard responsible for their deposition refuse to discuss 

117 what happened to the papers. 

In February, 1939, Saxon became Director of Region 

IV t o help alleviate the load of editorial work in 

Washington . In this capacity he edited the materials from 

115 Clayton, "The Federal Writers' Pro ject in 
Louisiana , '' pp . 3 29-330. 

116Penkower , The Federal Wr i ters' Pro j ect , p. 143; 
Clayton, "The Federal Writers ' Project in Louisiana," pp. 
305 -308 . 

ll7clayton interview with Geraldine Amos, J anuary 29, 
1974 , n . 40 , cited by Clayton , "A History of the Federal 
Writers' Project in Louisiana,", p . 308 . 
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Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma before 

they were sent to Washington. After the FWP ended, Saxon 

went to work in the central office in Washington as 

national consultant for the WPA. He presided over the 

Project's funeral arrangements, _doing his best to dispel 

the gloom of the other six members who remained, and spent 

his last six months as a FWP employee writing final reports 

on th '/WPA . t 118 e proJ ec s. 

During his remaining years Saxon did all he could 

to assist young writers. Unemployed, ill, and facing death, 

Saxon tried to leave a legacy of future writers to continue 

what he had begun. Robert Tallant, one of his greatest 

disciples, wrote in his introduction to Saxon's Fabulous 

New Orleans: ''Never rich, he gave away nearly everything 

he earned throughout his life. No one knows how many 

young writers he helped--with advice, with encouragement, 

119 
with money .... " Friends claimed he created people. 

When he d i ed a reporter wrote, "The heart of New Orleans 

stopped beating last night. 120 

118clayton, "The Federal Writers ' Project in 
Louisiana," pp . 40, 224; Penkower , The Federal Writers' 
Project, p . 237 ; Mangione , The Dream and The Deal, p. 368. 

119 Lyle Saxon, Fabulous New Orleans (N ew Orleans: 
R . L . Crager, 1950), p. xiv . 

120 b ' d I l • , p . XV . 
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Administrators were important to the development 

of folklore in the FWP. They established Project programs 

and policies, composed questions for interviewers, created 

a broader concept of the meaning of folklore, and assured 

a fairer treatment of the Negro in mos-t FWP publications. 

They also edited all material to be included in FWP 

publica~ions. However, while administrators may have 

decided what was to be done, Project workers did the actual 

research, interviewing, and writing. 



CHAPTER III 

COLLECTING FOLKLORE 

FWP writers carne from many different backgrounds and 

had varying amounts of writing experience. During its 

existence the FWP employed an average of 4,500-5,200 

writers, researchers, clerical personnel, and adrnini-

strators. Yet most of the people who held these jobs were 

not "writers.'' A 1938 survey claims that the FWP employed 

29 recognized writers, 97 former editors, 238 new writers 

who had sold to newspapers, and 161 "writers with promise." 

In fact, a poll in Texas indicated that only 7 of the 

state's 104 workers could produce final copy. 121 The rest 

of the 4,5 0 0 national employees had one skill in common-

the y had found a job when jobs were scarce. 

The small number of writers was due to t .he 

condit ions surrounding the employment situation and the 

r egulations and functions of the FWP . Harry Hopkins, WPA 

Director, claime d th a t the primary function of the FWP was 

to provide j obs for t he unemploye d, and whatever else it 

accomplished wou ld be c on s i de r e d "gravy." In the beginning 

121Penkower, The Federal Wr ite r s' Pro j ect , pp. 62, 
73 , 222 . 
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the Project hired only people classified as 11 Writers" from 

the relief rolls, but soon that term was expanded to 

include former teachers, librarians, college students, and 

other persons of enough intelligence to gather infor-

t . 122 d . rna 1on. A rn1nistrators sent each state a quota of relief 

workers to be hired based on the number of 11 Wri ters 11 on 

relief in the state. 

Metropolitan areas and heavily populated states 

usually had many workers eligible for the Project, but 

rural states, particularly the South, often had few quali-

fied writers, and Southern states often accepted clerical 

wor kers in lieu of scarce professional talent. A twenty-

fi ve percent exemption rule passed in 1935, however, 

alloweda state to hire twenty-five percent of its workers 

from those not certified for relief.
123 

This ruling 

accounted for many of the actual writers employed. Subse-

quently , as a r esult o f government regulations and the 

employment situation of the times, the FWP employed people 

of many different backgrounds with a wide range of writing 

skills . 

122Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, p . 48; McDonald, 
Federal Relief Administration and the Arts, p . 736. 

123 cKinzie , Writers on Relief , p . 38. 



The FWP workers' wages varied according to living 

costs in their area. Professional workers in New York 

received the highest wages, $93.50-103.00. Their counter-

parts in Georgia and Mississippi received only $39.00. 

Louisiana employees, and most others, normally worked six 

hours a day, five days a week. The coordinating staff, 

124 howeverr worked four hours on Saturday. The hours were 
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not long, the pay was relatively good, and the work not too 

demanding. The worst problem, however, was the stigma 

attached to the fact that most FWP workers had to qualify 

for relief, or the dole. This meant that a worker's local 

relief board had certified him as qualifying for relief 

because his financial status was low enough for him to 

receive government assistance. Many people submitted to 

this classification because it was the only way they could 

get a FWP job. 125 

The many people who worked for the FWP had various 

feelings about their employment. The younger, less exper-

ienced employees often saw their work for the FWP as an 

124 Penkower , The Federal Writers ' Project, p. 62; 
Clayton , The Dream and The Deal , p. 53. 

125 Grace Adams , Worke r s on Relief (New Haven : Yal e 
University Press , 1939), p . 34 . 
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opportunity to become writers and adjusted to the stylistic 

. t t . h. t 126 h 11 d requ1remen s se 1n Was 1ng on. Ot ers ca e their 

jobs ''hack work" and used the money they earned to pay 

bills while they worked on their own projects. 127 Often 

faced with incompetent superiors, whose names appeared on 

the title pages of FWP publications, many writers did not 

take p~ide in their work because those who wrote for the 

guides did not receive credit for it. Furthermore, workers 

felt that the guides did not allow for creative writing. 

Even when the FWP asked for original compositions, as in 

128 
the publication of American Stuff, few writers responded. 

After all, all manuscripts produced on Project time became 

government property. Few writers cared to risk a best-

129 
seller as a contribution to the U.S. Treasury. Workers 

frequently left the Project and took other work if they 

could . 

On the other hand, the people who specifically 

gathered folklore as opposed to those who did research about 

places or history seemed to feel a special sense of purpose. 

126 angione , The Dream and The Deal, p. 138. 

127 Penkower , The Federal Writers' Project , p. 56. 

12 8 11 . f . t b t' 't' Co ect1on o ProJeC mem ers crea 1ve wr1 1ng. 

129 . ff Ame r1can St u , p . vi . 
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Mangione, former FWP member and author of The Dream and The 

Deal, claims that "more than any other Project undertaking, 

the search for lore gave writers engaged in it a sense of 

literary creativity and the satisfaction of being directly 

130 involved with the current scene. •• In the case of the 

slave narratives, workers felt a sense of urgency to collect 

stories from a generation of former slaves that would soon 

be gone. And the newly poor from middleclass backgrounds 

found collecting life histories an exhilerating experience--

131 a chance to "tell the stories of real people. •• Botkin 

expressed many scholars• sentiments in the Southern 

Quarterly when he wrote of the appeal of folklore: 

Fortunately people are never too busy to make and swap 
and gather folk songs and tales. In the depths of the 
depression the WPA is not too busy building roads and 
bridges to collect and study American folklore. And 
those of us who have come from the academic grove 
feel that we are participating in the greatest e~~~a
tiona l as well as social experiment of our time. 

Pa rticipants in the folklore division felt that they had a 

pe r s onal p ar t in the Project•s nationwide search for folk-

130Mangi one , Th e Dre am and The Deal, p. 273. 

131 f . 1 k k . Quote rom poe t Murle Ru e ys e r ; Pen ower lnter-
view with uriel Rukeyse r , March 12, 1968, n. 12, cited by 
Penkower, The Feder a l Wr ite r s • Project , p . 243 . 

132B . . A B tk . enJamln . o ln , 11 WPA and Folklore Research , •• 
p . 10 . 
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lore that would unearth, just in time, a vast amount of 

1 t f tt t . 1 133 a mos orgo en rna er1a s. 

The fact that workers in the folklore division hoped 

to receive credit for their work appearing in separate folk-

lore publications also contributed to their sense of 

accomplishment. Folklore workers used an interview tech-

nique to gather material. They traveled about the country-

side asking people questions that led them to talk about 

folklore-related topics. Interviewers then submitted the 

material to their Project office. Interview material was 

signed by the worker who did the interviewing, and usually 

also included the informant's name. Sometimes a portion of 

the material would appear anonymously in the state guide. 

But FWP plans called for most of the narratives to appear 

individually in separate publications. Furthermore, William 

T . Couch , who was FWP r e gional director as well as director 

of the University of North Carolina Press, made a point of 

including the interviewers' names in the FWP folklore books 

whi ch the press printed. The method of collecting the 

mate rial, its planned format of presentation, and the 

r esults of Couch's influence led individuals who collected 

FWP folk lore to be lie ve the y would receive credit for their 

work . 

133 angione , The Dr eam a nd The Dea l, p . 273 . 
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Personal information about Project members who 

gathered folklore material in the Southern coastal states 

reveals a diversity of backgrounds. They had many different 

former occupations, and their educational backgrounds ranged 

from limited formal education to law degrees. Some workers 

were inexperienced writers; others had published many books. 

For some, collecting folklore was a way of life. Others 

had to look in the dictionary for definitions of "folklore" 

and 11 folkways. " Yet in spite of their diverse character-

isti cs, as individual FWP workers they gathered information 

which later became books dealing with American folklore. 

Harris Dickson, who collected folklore for the 

Mississippi Project, contributed the tale "Phrases of the 

People" for publication in the Project members' book of 

creative writing cal led American Stuff. Because of his 

contribution the following brief biography appears in "Notes 

on the Contributors": 

Harris Dickson was born in Yazoo City, Mississippi, 
1868; LL . B., Columbian (George Washington ) University, 
1894; has practiced law in Vicksburg since 1896; judge 
of municipal court; 1905-7 was correspondent in France 
for Collier's Weekly , 1917 . Since 1899 has published 
some twenty books, the most recent of which is The 
Story of King Cotton, 1937; has contributed fiction 
and articles to leading magazines . l34 

134American Stuff , pp . 294-295 . 
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Luther Clark, folklore collector of the Alabama 

Project, is also listed in American Stuff where his humorous 

piece, •• Look in • for Three Fools, •• appears: 

Luther Clark, 27, born and brought up in Sumter County, 
Alabama, a section particularly rich in Negro lore. 
Very limited education. Has sold several pieces to 
the little magazines.l35 

Genevieve Wilcox Chandler of the South Carolina 

Project -contributed "A Gullah Story" to American Stuff. 

Many of the interviews she conducted appear in the South 

Carolina unit's folklore publication South Carolina Folk 

Tales . Her brief biography states: 

Genevieve Willcox Chandler was born in Marion, South 
Carolina, attended Flora MacDonald College, Red 
Springs, N.C., and studied music and art in New York 
City and Liverpool, England. She was one of two 
young women from each state chosen by the General 
Federation of Women's Clubs to go abroad as enter
tainers for the Army of Occupation at the close of the 
World War . Her recent years have been spent largely 
a mong the Negroes of the South Carolina coast, about 
whom she writes.l36 

Leonard Rapport , another folklore writer, whose 

interviews appear in Bundle of Troubles, First-Person 

America , and other Project folklore publications, described 

himself in an article for the Or al History Review , revealing 

a short auto-biographical sketch: 

135 rbid . , p . 294 . 

136rbid . 



I didn•t grow up in tobacco but tobacco surrounded 
me. My childhood horne in Durham was a hundred feet 
from a tobacco storage warehouse and two blocks from 
the Liggett and Meyers cigarette plant. My grade 
school looked out on the Bull Durham factory. Many 
of my schoolmates were children of the wage workers 
in the tobacco factories, who lived in the little 
houses between my horne and the railroad tracks. 
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I didn•t come to the common people or to the 
depression academically. After attending a junior 
college that cost $100 a year and consisted of eighty
five students and seven rooms in the basement of a 
country high school, I roadshowed a moving picture 
through small towns and villages of depression America. 
The month FDR was first elected I saw what Pennsylvania 
mining towns were like when the mines closed down. 
I spent part of the week after FDR•s inauguration 
idle in East Texas because the banks had closed and 
people could not afford the ten and twenty-five cents 
we charged children and adults. Later I worked a 
little while as a laborer on a dam and did some timber 
cruising. 

In 1935, I graduated from the University of North 
Carolina. For the next four years I worked for that 
brilliant, bristly, controversial man, W. T. Couch, 
director of the University of North Carolina Press and 
the first and only director of the Southern Regional 
Writers' Project. In the last summer of 1938, Mr. 
Couch asked if I wanted to join him on the Writers• 
Project as one of a staff of four non-relief people. 
The job paid l ess than I was making and it had no 
futur e . J erry Hirsch once asked why I took the job. 
I replied in four words, "I was a rornantic.''l3 7 

. I never viewed e ither the writers • projects or the 
life stories with the seriousness that some others did. 
I didn • t know any relief writer I considered a "writer.'' 
I didn • t consider myself a "writer.'' But I had once 
coll e cte d $40 for a story in the Virginia Quarterly 
Re vi e w, and $25 for its reprint in Fiction Parade and 
Gol de n Book Magazine , and it had gotten a couple 

137 Leon a rd Rapport, ''How Valid Are the Federal 
Write r s ' P r o j e c t S tori es : An Iconoclast Among the True 
Beli e v e r s , '' Or a l His tory Re vi ew, ( 19 79) : 9 . 



stars in Best Stories of 1937, and in the kingdom of 
the blind the one-eyed is king.l38 

According to Rapport, W. T. Couch influenced him to work 

for the FWP. That 11 brilliant, controversial man 11 also 
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influenced another writer, Bernice Kelly Harris, to collect 

. t . f th . t 139 1n erv1ews or e ProJec . 

Born October 8, 1892, Bernice Kelly Harris earned a 

Bachelo~ of Arts degree from Meredith College in 1913, and 

took special courses at the University of North Carolina. 

Harris had been a college English teacher and dramatics 

coach from 1917 to 1927, and published her first novel, 

Evidence, in 1931. 140 

In the chapter 11 Distillation'' of her book Southern 

Savory, she reminisces about working for the FWP: 

Soort after my first novel was submitted, W. T. 
Couch, regional director of the Federal Writers' 
Project in addition to being director of the University 
Press, asked me to write forr the Project. One of the 
objectives, in keeping with the spirit of the national 
administration, was to gather firsthand information 
about the underprivileged as well as about other 
groups in our society. Writers were paid a small 
salary to interview people in various social brackets. 
I had al r eady been doing something like this for the 
1 i ttle p e r s onal journal, ''My Days . 11 So I agreed to 
extend the e xperience a nd work for Mr . Couch. 

138Rapport , 11 How Valid Are the Federal Writers' 
Project Stories , 11 p. 11 . 

139 b "d 9 I 1 . , p .. 

140 Contemporary Authors, 1969 ed ., s . v. ''Harris , 
Bernice Kel ly . " 



My assignment was farm people and those whose work 
or profession was related to them. Firsthand infor
mation and opinion on the current farming situation 
were collected from an agriculture extension super
visor and from cotton ginners, from a judge of 
Recorder's Court, from ministers and school teachers, 
from landlords big and small, from the village insur
ance agent and the time merchant, from justices of 
the peace and even from the local undertaker. These, 
placed side-by-side with the stories of sharecroppers 
and other farm laborers, were often illuminating.l41 

In addition to her comments on interviewing people 
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for the FWP, Harris also relates several Project interviews 

and explai ns how the people she talked to later became the 

b . f . f . h t . h 1 14 2 Sh a s ls or s pecl lC c arac ers ln er nove s. e 

e ventually authored a total of thirteen books plus a number 

o f s tori es t h at have appeared in anthologies and 

. 1 4 3 maga z l nes . 

Zora Neale Hurs ton both edited Florida copy and 

collected fo l k lore for the Florida Writers' Project. She 

was born on J anuary 7, probably in 1901, in Eatonville, 

Florida , the first incorporate d all-black town in America, 

and studied anthropology at Barn a rd College and Columbia 

University . Two weeks before she graduated from Barnard, 

in 1927 , the Carter Woodson ' s Ass o ci a tion f or the Study of 

141Bernice Kelly Harris , Southern Savory (Chape l 
Hill : University of North Carolina Press , 1 96 4) p. 1 81 -182. 

142Harris , Southern Savory, pp . 181 - 205 p assim . 

143 Contemporary Authors , "Harris . " 



Negro Life and History awarded her a $1400 fellowship to 

collect folklore in the South. 144 She said, "When I went 

about asking in carefully accented Barnardese, 'Pardon me, 
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do you know any folktales or folk-songs?' the men and women 

who had whole treasures of material seeping through their 

pores looked at me and shook their heads." 145 She appar-

ently c~anged her approach or her accent, for author 

Langston Hughes later said of her: 

"She was full of sidesplitting anecdotes, humorous 
tales, and tragicomic stories, remembered out of her 
life in the South as a daughter of a traveling minister 
of God. She could make you laugh one minute and cry 
the next .... 

"But Miss Hurston was clever, too--a student who 
didn't let college give her a broad 'a' and who had 
great scorn for all pretensions, academic or other
wise. That is why she was such a fine folklore 
collector, able to go among the people and never act 
as if she had been to school at all. Almost nobody 
else could stop the average Harlemite on Lenox Avenue 
and measure his head with a strange-looking, anthro
pological device and not get bawled out for the 
attempt , except Zora, who used to stop anyone whose 
head looked interesting, and measur e it." 146 

144 Robert E . Hemenway, Zora Neale Hurston: A 
Literary Biography (Urbane : University of Illinois Press, 
1977) 1 PP • 13, 84 . 

145 zora Neale Hurston , Dust Tracks on a Road 
Philadelphia : J . B . Lippincott Co ., 1942) pp . 182-183 . 

146 Contemporary Authors, "Hurston, Zora Neale ." 
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During the early months of 1935, Miss Hurston went 

with Alan Lomax, a young folklorist and son of John Alan 

Lomax, on a recording expedition for the Music Division of 

the Library of Congress. She was indispensable to the 

expedition, leading the collectors to backwoods communities 

to record songs and folklore with a recording machine. She 

even pe~suaded her co-workers periodically to wear black-

face, not t o fool black folks, who must have been amused by 

the strange sight, but to present a uniform color to white 

passersby at a time when the South was racially segregated 

by law . When a Florida sheriff arrested Lomax anyway, 

Hurston persuaded the officer to release him. 147 Lomax 

claimed , •• She was almost entirely respons i ble for the 

success•• f h . f. d . t. 14 8 o t elr lrst expe l lOn. She also worked for 

the Federal Theatre Project from fall, 1935, unti l she 

received a Guggenheim Fellowship to study Obeh (magi c) 

practi ces in the West Indies . 149 

When Hurston began working as an editor for the 

Florida unit of the FWP on April 25, 1938, she was already 

147 Hemenway, Zora Neale Hurston , p . 211 . 

14 8 · . . th Al L N Y k Hemenway lntervlew Wl an omax , ew or 
Ci t y, May 1971, n . 27 , cited by Hemenway, _Z~o~r_a ___ e_a __ l_e 
Hu r s ton, p . 211 . 

149 Hemenway , Zora Neale Hur ston, p . 277 . 
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a folklorist and novelist of some stature who quite success-

fully combined folklore and fiction. She had published 

Jonah's Gourd Vine (1934), Mules and Men (1935), and Their 

Eyes Were Watching God {1937). Tell My Horse was in the 

f b . b 1 . h d h h . . d th . t 15 0 
process o e1ng pu 1s e w en s e JOlne e ProJec . 

She wrote in the introduction to Mules and Men of her early 

work with the FWP : 

I was glad when somebody told me, "You may go and 
collect Negro folk-lore." 

In a way it would not be a new experience for me. 
When I pitched headforemost into the world I landed 
in the crib of negroism . From the earliest rocking 
of my cradle, I had known about the capers Brer 
Rabbit is apt to cut and what the Squinch Owl says 
from the house top. But it was fitting me like a 
tight chemise . I couldn't see it for wearing it. It 
was only when I was off in college, away from my 
native surroundings, that I could see myself like 
somebody else and stand off and look at my garment. 
Then I had to have the spy-glass of Anthropology to 
look through at that .l51 

Her biographer, Robert Hemenway , described her work 

with The Florida Project : 

She stayed on the Florida project for almost a year and 
a half, with one brief hiatus, and she cut a memorable 
swath . Operating out of the main office in Jackson
ville, she would frequently leave for a week or more at 
a time, telling no one where she was going . It was 

150 Contemporary Authors , "Hurston"; Hemenway, Zora 
eale Hurston , p . 251 . 

151 zora eale Hurston , Mules and Men (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press , 1935) p . 3 . 
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assumed that she was collecting folklore for the 
Florida guide, but one was never sure. (It is clear 
now that she had also begun working hard on her next 
book, Moses, Man of the Mountain.) Admonished by the 
administrators for her truancy, she would reingratiate 
herself, pick up her weekly paycheck, and then some
times disappear again. Her reputation on the project 
was that of an actress who loved to show off, a woman 
of remarkable talent and spirit, a loner, an unco
operative co-worker, an editor who hated to stay 
inside at her desk. 

Zora became heavily involved in collecting and 
editing material for a project book to be entitled 
The Florida Negro . Sterling Brown, the writers' 
project national editor of Negro affairs, had outlined 
for the states an ambitious program to research the 
true history and present status of the black American 
experience. One of the most notable results of his 
stewardship was The Negro in Virginia, a comprehensive 
account of black Virginians past and present; the 
Florida book was patterned after this Virginia volume. 
By June of 1938 Zora was acting as supervisor of the 
Negro unit of the Florida Federal Writers' Project, 
traveling to Washington to charm Henry Alsberg, the 
FWP director , into supporting the effort. She 
wrangled a salary increase for the supervisor and more 
travel money for the folklore collecting, and by July 
she was visiting black communities in the Everglades 
with a recording machine liberated from Washington 
despite a mountain of red tape. For the rest of her 
employment on the project, Zora worked on this book, 
eventually overseeing the compilation of a two-hundred
page volume . 

1
' The Florida Negro" has remained in manuscript, 

probably because it lacks a unifying structure . It 
contains many of the stories and songs Zora had 
coll ected before , as well as important slave narratives 
collected by the Florida FWP staff . The book was a 
composite effort of many editors , and Zora cannot be 
blamed for much of its sociological prose. The most 
interesting parts of the manuscript are clearly her 
work . She submitted a section on "Negro mythical 
places 1' such as "Diddy-Wah-Diddy"--where everything 
is in such a grand scale that "the dogs can stand flat
foot ed and lick crumbs off of heaven's tables--and she 
spiced up a rathe r drab narrative with folksongs : 
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Oh, Ange l ine, Oh, Ange line 
Oh, Angeline that great great gal of mine 

You f e el h e r legs, you feel her legs, 
You feel her legs and you want to feel her thighs 

You feel her thighs, you feel her thighs 
You feel her thighs, then you fade away and die. 

Less prurient but equally colorful were her tall 
tales about Florida we ather: •• They have strong winds 
on t he West Coas t too. One day the wind blowed so hard 
ti l l it b lowed a well up out of the ground. One day 
i t .b l owed so har d ti l l it blowed a crooked road 
straight . Another t i me it blowed and blowed and 
scattered the days o f the we ek so bad till Sunday did 
not come til l late Tuesda y eveni ng ... Perhaps remem
bering Lo cke ' s attempt t o affirm the spirituals as 
•• classical' ' musi c by comp a ring them with Gregorian 
chants , she made sure t hat "The Florida Negro .. included 
her notions o n black music. In a section of the manu
script entit l ed 11 The Sanctified Church, •• Zora 
emphasized that the spiri t uals grew from a native 
black es the tic and could o nly be .. t wisted in concert .•. 
into Gregorian chants ; .. they we re not •• apocryphal 
appendages to Bach and Brahms . •• 

In July of 1939 , in a mo ve long anticipated, federal 
sponsorship of the FWP was transferred to the states, 
and there was a large turnover i n personne l. Zora had 
already begun to look for ano the r job and had spe nt 
some time in Cincinnati doing a se r ies o f radio 
programs . 1 5 2 

When speaking of her work , o lder b l ack writers 

criticized the frequent crudeness and bawdiness o f the t ales 

she told while the younger generation claimed she s hou l d 

have been a better advocate for the injustices of her 

people . Judith Wilson , author in Current Biography, claims 

152 Hemenway, Zora Neale Hurston , pp . 252-253 . 
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that "the bulk of her fiction is one of celebration of a 

black cultural heritage ," and that, "Zora Neale Hurston had 

f igured out something that no other black author of her 

t ime seems to have known or appreciated so well--that our 

homespun ve rnac ul a r a n d street-corner cosmology is as 

valuable a s t he g rammar a nd philosophy of white, Western 

1 53 
culture~" She was o n e of the FNP writers who had a 

unique background and p h i los ophy of folklore. 

Stetso n Kennedy , wh o se interviews appear in First-

Person Ameri c a , a l s o c ollected folklore for the Florida 

Project . Born in Jacksonvi lle , Florida, on October 5, 

1916, he studied at the Universi ty o f Florida and the New 

School for Social Research at the Un ive r si ty of Paris. One 

of the writers who worked f o r the FWP e arly in his writing 

career , his experiences with the Pro j e ct led him into 

154 
activities that formed a basis for his lat e r books . 

The author of First-Person America, Ann Banks , described 

Kennedy's interview with Noberto Diaz : 

orberto Diaz , formerly a skilled cigar maker , was 
employed in the Key West Naval Station when he talked 
to Federal Writer stetson Kennedy . His story about a 
Ku Klux Klan murder h e lped inspire Kennedy to 

153 Contemporary Authors , "Hurston." 

154 Contemporary Authors, "Kennedy, Stetson . " 
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infiltrate the Klan as an undercover agent and gather 
evidence that sent a number of its members to jail. 
Kennedy has since published a number of books about 
race r e lat i ons, including an account of his exper
iences, I Rode with the Ku Klux Klan, and an indictment 
of segregationist laws, Jim Crow Guide to the U.S.A.l55 

Aft e r his work for the FWP, his chief affiliations 

wo u ld be with labor, civil rights and peace groups as writer 

and spok esman , such as the CIO Political Action Committee 

and the- 'Non-Se ctar i an Ant i -Nazi League. He would become 

a "s ometime co r r espo nd e nt 11 for newspapers in New York, 

Baltimo re , a nd Pittsbu rgh; a campaign speaker for the 

Progressive Party , 19 48 ; an i nd ependent candidate for the 

U . S . Senate from Flo r i da on the 11 Tot al Equali ty 11 platform, 

1950; and press chairman o f the U.S. delegation to the 

Congress of Peoples for Peace , Vienna, Austria, 1952. 

From 1952-1960, he would live and trave l in Europe , As ia, 

and Afri ca, spending more than th r ee y ear s i n Communist 

countries as a 11 non-party observer . 11 Kennedy s a ys h e never 

intended to be a writer per se , but t ook up wri t i ng 11 a s a 

h 
. 11156 tool to air uman grlevances . 

Unfortunately, biographical information on people 

who collected folklore for the FWP is limited to those 

155 k . t Am . Ban s , Flrs -Person erlca , p . 245 . 

156 Contemporary Authors , 11 Kennedy . '' 
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workers who were either well known when they joined the 

Project, or who later became prominent enough for their 

biographies to be printed. One already well-known writer 

of the 1930s might have worked for the Writers' Project but 

instead wrote for the WPA in another capacity. Eudora 

Welty, who earned her living during the Depression as a 

"Junior Publicity Agent" with the WPA, traveled throughout 

Mississippi taking photographs, interviewing people, and 

writing for newspapers. However, she did not work for the 

FWP.l57 

Administrators assigned Project workers to collect 

folk lore from a variety of sources and began to issue 

instructions that became more detailed as the Project 

became more firmly established. At first guidelines 

conce r ned only collecting material for the state guides. 

However, as Project administrators began to realize the 

wealth of folk l o r e mat e r i al that was available, they began 

to develop diffe r ent wa ys t o colle ct that information from 

various groups o f people . I n addition to the guide s, 

admin istrators at a ll levels als o p l a nned futur e publi-

cations utilizing the material wo r ker s we r e coll e c ti ng . 

157susan Cahil l, ed ., Women and Fiction : Short 
Sto r ies by and about Wome n (New York : New Ame r ican 
Libra ry, 1975), p . 96 . 



Work on the guides consisted of gathering the 

factual material, a task called fieldwork, editing the raw 

material, and writing the finished manuscript. In theory 

the writers with more competence and experience, with a 

"professional'' rating, did the editing and writing while 

those who had a "skilled" rating did the fieldwork. 158 

In reality the distinction was blurred. Soon after the 

Project's creation, workers were accumulating vast amounts 

of information for inclusion in the guides. Alsberg soon 

saw that Project members could gather folklore on a larger 

scale than ever before attempted in the U.S., and began 

instructing field offices in the art of reporting local 

customs and lore. On March 12, 1936,the national office 

issued its first formal instructions to workers collecting 

folklore for the state guides: 

An introductory essay will cover the field as a whole. 
In states having large groups with different racial 
origins, it may be necessary to subdivide the intro
ductory essay to cove r the topic for each large group . 
The bulk of the material will be used in connection 
with the sectional descriptions or place descriptions. 

158 
McDonald, Federal Relief Administrat ion and 

the Art s , p . 738 . 

77 
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For the purposes of the state guides, folk customs are 
more important than folklore because they can be tied 
to o ne place, one section, or one subject ... . 159 

At first folklore material was broken down into two 

divisions--folk customs and folk tales. Later a division 

for superstitions was added. 160 

The national directors continued to issue further 

sup plement a ry instructions. Guidelines emphasized that 

materiai should be collected from persons and not from 

b ooks. Because definitions of folklore were so varied and 

Project workers submitted such a variety of material, 

directors ~l so pointed out that popular poems, anecdotes 

of histori cal persons, and reminiscences of old people are 

not folklore unless they deal with supernatural forces, or 

are connected with present day customs. They also stated 

b h f 1 b · · not folklore . 161 Th that iograp ies o ce e r1t1es are ese 

directions from the national office for collecting folklore 

included a questionnaire, originally sent out by the state 

director of Oregon, which John Lomax h a d revised and 

supplemented . 

159 rbid . , p . 705 . 

160
rbid . 

161 rbid . , p . 707 . 
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The questionnaire consisted of fourteen questions, 

plus five added by Lomax, designed to elicit information 

concerning folklore and folkways. The first four questions 

concern legends surrounding Indians, places, and animals. 

Other questions ask about local songs and ballads, reli-

gious and social customs, and special occasions such as 

holidays, marriages , and community gatherings. The addenda 

were mostly designed to uncover more oral literature such 

as graces , dance calls, rhymes, tall tales, jokes, and 

anecdotes . Questions about epitaphs and fortune-tellers 

were also included in the addenda. 162 Information gathered 

using this questionnaire is extremely evident in the 

chapters on folklore and folkways in the guides for the 

Southern coastal states . Project workers were soon un-

covering so much information that othe r administrators 

began making plans to utilize it. 

While associate director of the North Carolina unit, 

William Couch was interested in finding out about the lives 

of Southern workers, he sent a woman to gather interviews, 

and then submitted to Washington an outline for an expanded 

study based on her notes . Alsberg did not encourage the 

162McDonald, pp . 707-708; A copy of the ques tions 
appears in appendix 1 . 
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proposal, but Couch went ahead and asked neighboring 

Projects to send him similar copy. Within two weeks replies 

started coming in. Couch was totally committed to creating 

a documentary narrative for immediate publication, and the 

book These Are Our Lives resulted from his efforts. 

Penkower, author of The Federal Writers' Project, states 

that the realism of the work "established a new form of 

historical research and, by so doing, the Project achieved 

a remarkable combination of literary worth and valuable 

social documentation." 163 FWP offices in other states soon 

began studies bearing a resemblance to Couch's work, using 

h . 'd l' 164 lS gul e lnes. 
,, 

Couchs "Instructions to Writers" appears in the 

final pages of These Are Our Lives. The instructions which 

Project workers used to collect Couch's "life histories" 

are quite extens i ve . They list ten points for the worker 

to observe when interviewing for the FWP. The first eight 

points concern the type of people to talk to, length of the 

life histories , point-of-view, kinds of stories, topics of 

discussion, and humor . The last two points are significant 

because Couch was adamant about gi ving credit of authorship 

163 Penkower, The Federal Writers ' Project , p . 153 . 

164 rbid . , pp . 152-153 . 
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and forceful in carrying out his plans for the life 

histories. He requests thatthematerial include the name 

of the writer, and the informant's name and address; and 

in the final point tells of the plans for the material 

collected. Following the ten points is a ten subject out-

line to guide interviewers in collecting information. It 

covers areas such as family, education, income, occupation, 

l 't' d 1 ' . 165 po l 1cs, an re 1g1on. 

Another administrator who composed questions to use 

in interviewing people was Martin Royse, who was the 

national consultant for social and ethnic studies. Royse 

wanted to use a social-ethnic method of collecting folklore 

and folkways that would approach the subject in relation 

to immigrant groups, and apparently he sent his instructions 

to the Alabama staff. Couch, however, who was regional 

director over the area that included Alabama, claimed that 

Royse•s approach was not suitable for use in the South 

where immigrants were scattered and more closely assimi-

lated into the existing population . As regional director 

165Federal Writers • Project, These Are Our Lives 
(Chapel Hill : University of North Carolina Press, 1939) 
pp . 417-421 : A copy of the questions appea rs in appendix 2. 
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Couch was successful in keeping Royse's studies confined to 

the Northeast and Middle West. 166 

Another approach to collecting folklore involved 

the slave narratives. In 1937 Lomax issued a set of 

instructions, including questions for the interviewer to 

ask an ex-slave in order to help him think and talk freely 

167 about slave days. But the prejudice then so widely 

prevalent among many Southerners was a problem both in 

composing the questionnaire and in conducting the inter-

views, as it often influenced both the interviewer's 

questions and the material gathered. This problem is illus-

trated in the account of a Georgia worker interviewing the 

ex-slave Nancy Bouday: 

Nancy's recollections of plantation days were 
colored to a somber hue by overwork, childbearing, 
poor food and long working hours. 

"Master was a hard taskmaster," said Nancy. . . • 
"I had to work hard, plow and go and split wood 

jus' like a man . Sometimes dey whup me. Dey whup me 
bad , pull de cloes off down to de wais'--my master 
did it, our folks didn' have overseer. • • . '' 

"Nancy, wasn't your mistress kind to you?" 
"Mistis was sorta kin' to me, sometimes. But dey 

only give me meat and bread , didn' give me nothing 
good-- I ain' gwine tell no story. . .. . " 

166McDonald, Federal Relief Administration and the 
Arts , pp . 726-727 . 

167Benjamin A. Botkin, Lay My Burden Down (Chicago: 
Unive rsity of Chicago Press, 1945), p . xi . 
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"But the children had a good time, didn't they? 
They played games?'' 

''Maybe dey did play ring games, I never had no time 
to see what games my chillun play, I work so hard."l68 

Trying to remove traces of bias, Ben Botkin altered the 

questionnaire, but those interviewed still generally told 

169 white Project workers what they wanted to hear. The 

questions issued by the national office . are summarized in 

the introduction to the coll e ction of slave narratives, 

Lay My Burden Down, published by Botkin: 

In 1937 a s e t of simple and "homely" instructions 
and questions was issued with a view to getting the 
ex- slave to thinking and talking freely about the days 
of slavery . The ques tions covered the following 
subjects : Place and date of birth; parents' names and 
origin ; brothers' and sis ters' names; recollections or 
stories of grandparents; life in the quarters; kind of 
work ; money earned, if any, and how, and what was 
purchased with it; food and cooking; clothing; owner 
and his family; the big house; overseer or driver and 
poor- white neighbors ; size of planta tion and number 
of s laves ; daily schedule ; punishments; slave sales and 
auctions ; education ; religion; runaway slaves; trouble 
between blacks and whites; patrollers; leisure-time 
activities ; holidays , weddings , funerals, etc.; games, 
songs , stories , superstitions , etc.; heal th, medicine, 
and folk cures ; the Civil War ; the Yankees; the news 
of f r eedom ; the first year of freedom ; the Ku Klux and 

168 George P . Rawick, ed ., The American Slave : A 
Composite Biography , 19 vols . (Westport , Connecticut : 
Greenwood Publishing Co ., 1972) , vol . 12: Georgia 
arratives, pp . 113-114 . 

169Penkower, The Federal Writers' Proj e ct , p . 144. 



night riders; marriage and children; opinions con
cerning Negro and white leaders; attitude toward 
slavery and the church. As the need of more infor
mation on life after freedom was felt, the following 
subjects were subsequently added: What the slaves 
expected of freedom and what they got; attitude 
toward Reconstruction; the influence of secret organ
izations; experience in voting and holding office; 
life since 1864; attitude toward the younger 
generation and the present; slave . uprisings; stories 
of the Nat Turner Rebellion; songs of the period.l70 

The representation of spoken dialect on paper was 

84 

also a problem, and various instructions specified when and 

when not to use dialect spellings. Sterling A. Brown, 

editor of Negro affairs in the Washington office, issued a 

memorandum that emphasized that "truth to idiom be paramount 

171 
and exact truth to pronunciation secondary." 

Numerous memoranda from state and national FWP 

editors sugges ted additional instructions on how to collect 

"folklore . " Guidelines suggested that workers arrange 

life-hi story interviews through community or work-related 

organizations , but usually they interviewed chance contacts, 

friends, relatives , or acquaintances . 

In the 1930s machinery for recording was cumbersome 

and expensive , and most interviews took place without use 

of recorders . Interviewers had to r econstruct the life -

170 k . d D Bot 1n, Lay y Bur en own , p. xi: A copy o f the 
questions appears in appendix 3 . 

171 angione, The Dream and The Deal , p . 263 . 
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histories from notes and memory. Their work included 

listening, writing notes, and remembering not only what was 

od b t h th 1 od ot 172 sa1 u ow e peop e sa1 1 . 

Each life history became the record of a particular 

occasion when two people sat down to talk--one speaking, 

173 t he other trying to capture the story. Stetson Kennedy 

o f the Florida Writers' Project said that he liked to 

e s tabli s h a comfortable atmosphere for an interview. He 

favore d t e chniques such as first establishing a good deal 

o f rapport over a glass of beer. He also claimed, and most 

pe o p le a g r eed, "the more notes you took, the better they 

liked it." 174 And Leonard Rapport, a non-relief worker on 

the North Carolina Project, claimed that he wrote the 

narr at i ves whi c h h e coll e cted from people in the tobacco 

industr y on t he a ssumption that each person interviewed 

would someday r ead h is own s tory and, in spite of the 

0 0 0 ho lf 175 fict1t1ous names , r e cogn1 ze 1rnse . 

172 Banks , First-Person Ame r i ca, pp. xvi i , xx. 

173 rbid . , pp . xxi-xxii . 

174 rbid . , pp . xvi . 

175 Rapport , "How Valid Are the Federa l Write r s ' 
Project Stories , " p . 13 . 



An interesting incident that illustrates the 

national folklore editor's lively concept of folklore is 

recounted by a former FWP worker. Jerre Mangione relates 

that his sharpest memory of Botkin was in a Chicago dive. 

During the performance of a mulatto belly dancer called 

Lavey, Botkin remained hunched over a notebook recording 

his observations, presumably under the heading of living 

lore . 176 

The presence of a number of black interviewers 

greatly increased the candor of those interviewed for the 

ex-slave narratives . While ex-slaves mainly told white 

interviewers what they thought whites wanted to know, 

blacks remembering slavery were often more open with people 

of their own race . When Escott , author of Slavery 

Remembered , analyzes the slave narratives o f the FWP, 

specifically those edited by Rawick, who published nineteen 

volumes of them , he states that several states empl oyed at 

least one black interviewer . "Eight of the eleven writers 

who could be identified in Florida's Project were black; 

thirteen of Virginia's twenty interviewers shared the same 

skin color as their informants . . almost one-fifth 

176Mangione, The Dream and The Deal, p . 276-277 . 
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(of the i n terv i ews) did not take place across a steep 

. 1 b . 177 racla arrler. 11 Black interviewers were more likely 

to l earn about t r i c k s used by former slaves, such as adding 

stone s to make the baskets of cotton heavier when they were 

weighed at the end of the day. Black interviewers also 

heard mor e about t he e x- s laves' negative feelings. 178 

But sometimes e ven blacks had difficulty gathering 

-
infor mation from their own race. Negro cult leaders in New 

Orleans were suspicious of the all-Negro workers from 

Dillard University because o f the workers' education. The 

cult leaders suspected tha t the y could not trick the black 

college students like the ir une ducate d customers. One 

Project worker in New Orleans i mprovi sed a way to overcome 

their suspicions . When visiting a black fortune teller, he 

posed as a pi ckpocket and asked whi ch side of Canal Street 

to work . The fortune teller was dece i ved a nd b e gan her 

179 
conjuring, and the clever writer g o t h is s tory . Ann 

177 Paul D. Escott , Slavery Remembered : A Reco rd o f 
Twe ntieth- Century Slave Narratives (Chapel Hill : University 
of North Carolina Press, 197 9 ) p . 9 . 

178rbid . , p . 10 . 

179clayton, "The Federal Writers' Project in 
Lou i s ian a , •• p . 1 8 0 . 



Banks states that she talked with eleven of the forty-one 

Federal Writers whose narratives appear in First-Person 

America, and their recollections of how they worked proved 

that things were not always done "by the book."
180 

180 Banks, First-Person America, p. xxiii. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FOLKLORE AND FOLKWAYS IN THE GUIDES 

Many factors i n fluenced the treatment of folklore 

and f o lkways in the gui des. As noted earlier, the people 

who gathered f o lklore material and the way they collected 

i t played an i mpor tant rol e .The process of selecting, 

writing, and edit ing folklore material affected its compo-

sition . Conflicts over t he type of material to be included 

in the guide s and ma terial concerning Negroes influenced 

obj e ctivi ty . And the f ormat of the g uides as well as the 

s tate spon s ors also affe c ted the type of folklore contained 

in each g uide for the Southern coastal states. 

The people who edited the gui de s on the state level 

and t hose i n Washington who a pprove d the final copy deter-

mined t he content and composi t i on o f the publication. The 

guides are an example of "collective wri ting , " a n i dea 

peculiar to the 1930s . 181 Carita Corse , stat e di r e c t o r of 

the Florida Proje c t , describe d the process of c ompi l ing and 

writing the Florida guide in her pre fac e t o the guide : 

So many individuals and age nc ies have contribute d 
to this State guide for Florida that i t may p roperly 
be described as a c o - oper a t i v e p rod uct . The Fede ral 

181 . . 
cKlnZle I "Writers on Relief I " p . 119. 
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Writers' Project acted as both a clearing-house for 
information and as a creative group. After extensive 
and adequate files of Floridana had been accumulated, 
our work became that of selecting, compiling, writing, 
and editing the book.l82 

Other states used the same standard procedure in 

wh ich many different people contributed to the guides, and 

each e ss ay or tour was often the product of several 

d i f f e r e nt writers . This method of composition also meant 

t hat a sele c t g roup in each state chose and edited the 

materi a l tha t we nt into its guide. The material selected 

fo r incl usi o n in each state guide then proceeded to 

Washingto n for review. Sometimes, as in the case of the 

South Ca r oli na g u i d e , ''each word represented a compromise 

between t he St ate dire ctor and Ste rling Brown,'' national 

N ff . d. t 183 egro a a l rs e l or. 

On the national leve l, there were also other con-

flicts over the c o n t ent a nd s tyl e of the guides. In 

Washington administra t o rs a r g u e d. Alsberg, national 

director of the Federal Writers' Pr oj e ct, wante d the guides 

to be for readers , and Ka t heri n e Ke llock, dire ctor of the 

tours section , claims that t he g u ides s hould b e for 

182 d 1 . 1 . d . d t Fe era Wrlters' Project , F orl a : A Gul e o 
the Southernmos t State (New York : Oxfor d Un iver sity Press , 
1939), p . vii . 

18 3 . • • 1 ' f II McKlnZle, "Wrlters on Re le , p . 140 . 



t . t 184 OUrlS S. Obviously the two people compromised, since 

e ven the tours section, which often comprises about half 

o f an individual state guide, is interesting to readers as 

wel l as tourists. And the tours section is more than just 

a t our guide. 

On the state level there were also ideological 

c onfli c ts concern i ng what the state guidebooks should 

contain . Ste t s on Ken n edy of the Florida Project recalls 

91 

that the r e was a major conflict "between those staffers who 

wante d t o t u r n o ut 'to ur i sty ' guidebooks and others who 

we r e determine d that the g u i des would be in step with the 

l iterary r e alism of tho se d ays and reflect as accurately as 

p o ssibl e the qua lity o f l i fe in Florida without glossing 

185 o ve r its more sordid aspe c ts ." Thi s realism often caused 

problems when it illuminated controversial i ssues, such as 

unfair treat men t of blacks and labore r s , that people, 

especially pol iticians , p re f e rred to ignore . 

Only occasi onal l y do the s o rdid aspe cts show 

through , however , b e c a use o f two i mportant consider a t i ons- -

the sponsors, often the governo r , a civic organization, or 

a university, hoped the guides would bring vi s i t or s and 

184 Penkower, The Federal Wr ite r s ' Proj e c t , p . 31 . 

185 k . Am . . . Ban s , Flrst-Person erlca , p . XXll . 
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Nothern industries to their state. Showing the seamy side 

of life would be bad advertising and bad politics. Besides, 

most people preferred to ignore aspects of life in the 

Great Depression which were unpleasant and yet so close to 

them. A few Project members, such as Alsberg, Kennedy, 

Sterling Brown, and others, were responsible for the realism 

that does appear in the state guides. 

Alabama--Alabama State Planning Commission 
Florida--State Department of Public Instruction 
Georgia--Georgia Board of Education 
Louisiana--Louisiana Library Commission and Louisiana 

State University 
Mississippi-Mississippi Advertising Commission 
North Carolina--North Carolina Department of Conser

vation and Development 
South Carolina--Burnet R. Maybank, Governor of South 

Carolina and South Carolina State 
Department of Education 

Texas--Texas State Highway Commission 
Virginia--James H. Price, Governor of the State of 

Virginia and the Virginia Conservation 
Commission 

Figure 1. State sponsors for the guides of the Southern 
coastal states. 

Only relatively small portions of the guides in-

eluded in this study objectively portray the South of the 

1930s . And those parts that are realistic frequently appear 

either in the name of folklore or as descriptions of the 

ways and customs of Negroes, crackers, Cajuns, or Mexicans 

as ethnic groups . The major portion of each guide, however, 
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shows the elaborate homes and genteel folkways of 11 the 

grand old South," the modern industry of a progressive ''new 

South,'' or only the bright side of a South that was 

actually in a depression. Occasionally the plight of the 

Negro or the sharecropper realistically shows through. But 

for the most part the guides ignore the present state of 

the eco~omy, the reasons for the WPA projects, the soup 

lines, and the poverty and downtrodden lives of the ''folks 11 

whose ways they recorded. 

Because the study of folklore and folkways deals 

with groups that are often racial minorities, prejudice, 

which also affected objectivity, is often evident in the 

guides . Sterling Brown's influence usually kept the stereo

type i mage and the patronizing tone out of portions that 

deal with the Negroes . But sections of the state guides 

dealing with other minorities frequently show the lack of 

an advocate for their groups in Washington as well as a lack 

of sensi ti vi ty on the part of the writer. 

With the except ion of Idaho, all guides follow 

Washington's uniform format . Part l consists of essays on 

history, government , education , folklore , etc ., with topics 

varying . Part II contains information about the state ' s 

major cities and towns . And Part III is divided into tours 
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which guide the traveler through the state. 186 Information 

on the topics of folklore and folkways appear throughout the 

different parts of each guide for most states. 

All of the guides for the Southern coastal states, 

except Georgia, include a separate essay on folklore and/or 

folkways in Part I. The word ''folklore 11 occurs in the 

essay titles of six out of the nine guides involved in this 

study; and ''folkways'' also appears in six out of nine 

guides. Whether or not the title contains both words, each 

essay embraces both topics and includes information about 

both the ways of the people in that state and their lore. 

Alabama - ''Folklore and Folkways'' 
Florida - ''Folklore'' 
Georgia - None 
Louisiana - ''Folkways 11 

Mississippi - 11 White Folkways'' 
''Negro Folkways'' 

North Carolina - ''Folkways and Folklore'' 
South Carolina - "Folklore and Folkways" 
Texas - "Folklore and Folkways'' 
Virginia - "Folklore and Music'' 

Figure 2 . Titles of essays in Part I of the guides for the 
Southern coastal states containing the words 
"folklore" and/or "folkways". 

Some of the guides also include related essays, such as 

"Racial Elements," "Social Life," "The Negro, 11 and "Music," 

186Mangione , The Dream and The Deal, p. 354 . 
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which contain a considerable amount of material concerning 

folklore and folkways. Many of the lines that reveal a 

realistic picture of the South appear in Part I as Negro 

folkways, but frequently they also appear along with miscon

ceptions and stereotyping. 

Part II in the guides for the Southern coastal 

states doe s not usually contain much about folklore or 

fol kwa y s. Sin ce this portion of the guide is about cities 

a nd town s , it is more concerned with the history and pro

g r e s s and bright descriptions of each municipality. 

Occasionally a legend is included among the historical 

fa c ts , a nd sometime s the 11 points of interest" section will 

have a t ale about how or why that place was named or the 

story of a resi d e n t g ho s t. A list of annual events will 

often i nclude f o lk f estivals. But the 11 folk" information 

in Par t II is s c ant y , p erhaps because, with the exception 

of Louisiana and Flor ida , mo s t p e opl e in the Southernoffices 

did not associate folk l ore and f olkways with city and town 

life . This was possibly due to the popular d e fin i tion of 

folklore which associates it with rural g roups a nd primitive 

societies . There is little mention of Negro es and thei r 

ways in Part II either . Penkower claims , 11 The silence con

cerning egroes in the city and tour descriptionsrepresented 
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the most common defect in state copy, especially in heavily 

187 populated black areas of the South." 

However, Part III, the tours section of the guides, 

in contrast to Part II, usually contains a considerable 

a mount of information about folklore and folkways. This 

section of the guides outlines various routes that a tourist 

may tra~el, in order to see the countryside by following 

a point to point itinerary. Each tour is complete with 

descriptions and interesting information about the places 

along the route. The emphasis upon location allows the 

guides to incorporate accounts of almost forgotten people 

from the past, and legends and customs not us\1a.lly mentioned 

in formal histories. Folklore and folkways helped to 

relieve the otherwise dry tour format of Part III. 

A survey of the treatment of folklore and folkways 

in the guides for the Southern coastal states reveals a 

product reflecting the methods wh~reby workers collected the 

material , the system used to compile the information, the 

editing that occurred in both the state and national 

offices, and the very makeup of the state itself. The topic 

of folklore and folkways in each guide has a character of 

its own . 

187 Penkower, The Federal Writers' Project , p . 187 . 
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The state guides were written during a time of 

mounting racial friction in the South. Negroes were 

demanding the equality under the law and freedom promised 

to all U.S. citizens. Led by intellectuals and activists 

such as Walter White and W.E.B. DuBois, they were 

struggling to gain fair treatment for blacks in all aspects 

of life, including a fair representation in American liter

ature. While some people sympathized with blacks, many 

others, especially among white Southerners, were frightened 

by the unrest. They remembe red the carpetbag rule that 

followed the Civil War. Often the victims of their own 

prejudice, they preferred to keep the Negro ''in his place. " 

The conflict between the two opposing forces and the outcome 

of that battle is particularly evident upon a close reading 

of folklore and folkways in the guides. Prejudice against 

other minority groups is also present. 

Folklore in Alabama : A Guide to the Deep South 

combines prejudice with objectivity. "Folklore and Folk-

ways," an essay in Part I, as well as the rest of the 

Alabama guide , was influenced considerably by a change in 

the Project's State directors . The last paragraph of the 

preface states : "The Guide was begun under the direction 

of yrtle Miles , former State supervisor . Final work was 
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done with the cooperation of Stella Bloch Hanau of the WPA 

Writers ' 188 
Program. 11 Miles, while an able director, could 

not conce al her prejudice. She omitted any reference to 

Booker T . Wa s h i ngton, influential black leader and Alabama 

educat or and f ounder of Tuskegee Institute, a vocational 

s ch ool for blac k s in Tus k e gee, Alabama, and sent biased 

a ccount~ to he r Washi ngton superiors. In addition, parts 

of the essays p l a n n e d for inclusion in the guide were 

factually incorre c t . Wh en she was no longer director, 

editors from othe r states who helped prepare the Alabama 

guide f o r publi c a t i on d e c ided to rewrite it entirely. 

Because of Hanau, "darki es , 11 which appeared in the original 

copy, h 0 h d bl 0 0 189 reads as "Negroes" i n t e f inl s e pu lCatlon. 

The outstanding feature of the Alabama guide is that 

it combines objectivity and pre jud ice in its treatment of 

blacks . And the material about the r a c e often deals with 

folklore or folkways . Negro f o lklore heroe s appear along 

with Confederate heroes, out l aws , Cr eol e p i ra t es, and 

Indians . And , by explaining how severa l Negro words e ntere d 

the English language , such as giving Alabama its nickname , 

188writers 1 Program, Alabama : A Guide to the Deep 
South ( ew York : R . R. Smith, 1941) p . viii . 

189McKinzie , "Writers on Relief , 11 p . 140 ; Penkower, 
The Federal Write rs• Project , pp . 91 , 222, 141 . 
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"the Yellowharnrner State, 11 the race is portrayed in a posi-

tion of influence. A line describing Negro housing states 

that homes for blacks in Birmingham range "from the tumble-

down, poorly constructed 'shotgun' type to the well-kept, 

comfortable houses occupied by business and professional 

190 men. 11 
· This statement acknowledges the individuality of 

Negroes, but it still vi e ws their housing in terms of race, 

a l ogical vi ewpoint i n a segregated South. However, the 

followi ng sta tements s how a stereotyping that is in direct 

contr as t to the obj e ctivity of the former statements con-

cerning inf l uen c ed on t he l anguage and housing: "Since 

Reconstruction days Selma' s Negroes have lived in an atmos-

phere o f sympathetic unders tanding, tinged by a friendly 

paternalism on t he part o f the whi te s ," and "He (the Negro) 

doesn't mind dying near ly s o much i f he feels assured of 

being "funerali z ed big . "191 

The change in state directors had a profound effe ct 

on the style and content of the Alab ama gui d e . The new 

director treated the material concerning Negroes more 

objectively than her predecessor , who had let her prejudi c es 

191rbid ., pp. 237, 128; Except where noted , the 
above material about the Alabama guide is from ibid ., passim . 
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influence the original copy. Because of the work of Stella 

Hanau, the Alabama guide presents a more balanced viewpoint 

of the state's population. 

Folklore in Florida: · A Guide to the Southernmost 

State treats Negroes objectively but gives unfair treatment 

in other groups. Compared to the guides for the other 

states, Florida contains a noticeably large amount of folk

lore, perhaps because of the influence of Zora Neale Hurston, 

editor , and Stetson Kennedy. However, while Negro folklore 

and folkways are lively, interesting, and mostly unbiased, 

the same adjectives do not describe the folklore and folk

ways of other groups in the guide. 

The essay entitled "Folklore" centers on the four 

strains whose superstitions and beliefs have influenced 

Florida life: the cracker, Negro, Latin American, and 

Seminole . The essay then proceeds to describe each of the 

groups and its folklore. The four descriptions vary in 

their style and tone. The one about the cracker is conde

scending. The lines about the Seminoles show a lack of 

awareness that they existed in the present. The Latin

Ame ricans are viewed only in light of thei r contributions to 

the history of Florida and their festivals . Only the 

Negroes receive fair treatment in the folklore essay . 
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